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Abstract
Divine Initiative and Human

Experiencing God in Worship Through a

Response:

Stmctured

Ministry

Time

by
John Franklin Howard, Sr.
This

study purposes

to show that

knowledge

of God consists in

Divine-human relationship in which God initiates and

people outwardly respond to the
service

people respond.

grace of God in the context of a

environment, they meet God in

a

profound

a

As

worship

and transformational way

deeper than if they had only responded inwardly. They meet God personally
in the

experience.
An invitational

worship

ministry time

was

initiated in the

Sunday morning

services of the Memorial United Methodist Church and the Patton

United Methodist Church located in Franklin, North Carolina. Persons who

responded to the ministry time

were

surveyed to

discover three items of

information:

1) the

dominant

reasons

people respond to the ministry time invitation,

2) the most meaningful aspects
3) the main results
ministry time
A

of this

of ministry time for those who

experience

on

respond,

the lives of those who

respond to the

invitation.

ministry team manual was developed by the

Vineyard-style prayer method.
ministry approach to
to the program

a

researcher based

The researcher taught the manual and the

group of persons interested in the prayer

implementation.

on a

ministry prior

The research
1996.

During this time

dominant
1

.

2.

period
a

covered the span of the four

total of 201

Sundays

people responded.

people responded to the ministry time
spiritual refi-eshing
strength
reasons

of Advent

The top five
invitation

were:

3. comfort
4.

forgiveness

5. renewal

The five most

lives of persons
1. love

meaningful aspects

of the

ministry time experience

in the

responding included:

2. peace
3. comfort

4.

joy

5. encouragement

The

lasting effect of this

has been increased faith and

invitational

a new sense

for individuals and the church

as a

Pastors and churches not

ministry time

significant data

beginning a

the

respondents

of opeimess and expectancy, both

whole.

currently offering people opportunity to

respond to the Gospel proclamation and the
find

on

work of God in their lives may

contained in this work to prompt consideration of

similar ministry

emphasis

in their local

setting.
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CHAPTER 1
Overview of the

Two distinct
on a

personal experiences

spiritual quest to

know God

on a

Study

over a

four month

for persons to

personal

fully appropriate the

incidents soUdified for

invitational

with

ministry to

me

coimect the

an

started

see

the absolute need to

outward human response in order

work of God in their lives. The
the

me

and to lead others to

deeper level,

personally encounter God. Through them I began to

join God's transforming initiative

period

following

necessity of offering an intentional

seeking people

with the

living God

as

proclaimed in the scriptures:
For

an area

work of nailing
was

the

wide Good

our

sins to the

following passage

Friday service,
cross

by His

I chose to

crucifixion.

speak on Christ's
My text that night

from Paul's letter to the Colossians:

When you were dead in your sins and in the uncircumcision of your
sinful nature, God make you alive with Christ. He forgave us all our

sins, having canceled the written code, with its regulations, that was
against us and that stood opposed to us; he took it away, naihng it ta
the cross. And having disarmed the powers and authorities, he made
public spectacle of them, triumphing over them by the cross.
(Colossians 2:13-15, NIV, emphasis mine)
The heart of the message
one

of our sins upon the

result

we

cross

proclaimed that Jesus

when the nails

have been set free from

our

were

sins and

our

Christ had nailed every

driven into His

affecting their lives.

they arrived

and write

Then I showed them

a

special

As

body.

a

debt has been paid. At the

conclusion of the message I invited everyone in the audience
of paper they received when

a

on

to take the

it any sin that

cross

erected

on

piece

was

the

still

Howard 2

platform at the

front of the auditorium. On each transept

time of reflection and

preparation,

forward his

or

received

invitation to

an

the nails.

her

piece

Jesus for His

anyone who felt led to do

of paper with sin written

pin their paper to the

They were then free to

sheet of paper. For

people began to

a

was

given,

special in the

cross

stood.

brought

congregation

by placing it on one

lives of the

cross,

spend time thanking

and left

night,

God did

quietly.

lights.

I walked back to the

I think

we

They
and

something

service. When everyone
Just before

place

Sensing that more had been accomplished than I

comprehend I spoke aloud, "God,

own

stilbiess. Then the

placed their sins upon it,

people during that

side door into the

of

I went to my seat and filled out my

they rose

a

cross.

gone, I closed up the church and tumed out the

slipping out a

it. The

so

nail. After

stir. First individuals came, then groups of people.

then knelt to pray. Afterward

was

cross

moment there was silence and

quietly and reverently approached the

very

on

kneel at the altar and

gift of forgiveness through the

When the invitation

was a

where the

could

got it right tonight." Then I left

for home.

The next

morning calls began to

experienced one
over

of the most

come

came

when the

people

were

word of faith. In the response of the
flesh and met

people personally.

nailing of their sins to the

People

special times of worship

they commented on what the service

the service

in.

cross

said that

of their lives. Over and

had meant to them. The power of

invited to

actively respond to the

people to the Word,

the Word became

At the front of the church

and their

they had

kneeling before

auditorium, in the

Jesus in thankful

prayer, Jesus became real.
In another

speaker at a

meeting I

camp

witnessed similar results. I

was

the

evangeUstic

meeting for teenagers. The text for one of the week long

Howard 3

services

was

"the

youth assembled at the
his father. As
son

young

when he
to the

we

of the

parable

prodigal

son" from Luke 15. I

running away from

camp of the son's rebellion and his

walked

through the story,

we saw

the consequences tiie

experienced by running away and the blessings he experienced

came

home to his father. When the message

concluded,

youth that if they had run away from God they could

moment. I asked the

behind

me

counselors, staff and workers of the

at the altar. I told the young

and you want to

tonight

will show you the

come

The young

people,

back home,

With that,

way."

side of the auditorium and

began to

we

or

When I left

place.

thirty minutes

complete,

I

about thirteen. Without
miracles in two

forward

The counselors sat with the

shape eternity.

people

was

still at

This became the pattem

night of the week,

when the

looked to be

"I've received two

did too. When you invited

going to be the first to

were

go and I

us

to

come

prayed I would

only one."

Earlier in the week

a

young

when I arrived for the service. He

night"?

leading them home

and

introducing himself to me he said,

I knew I

stepped to the

Clean Heart,"

a

approached by a young man who

nights. My girlfriend

tonight,

not be the

was

then I

later two dozen

for the remainder of the week. On the last
was

away from God

prayer and asked those still in their seats

the altar making decisions that would

service

are

four had surrounded

people praying, reading scripture, encouraging,

quietly.

home that

camp to stand

chorus, "Create in Me

a

proposed

silently.

people began coming until three

to Christ. I closed the service with

come

I

forward and these counselors

come

while the time of ministry and prayer took

to exit

"If you

prayed together,

pray

each of the counselors. We sang the

young

spoke to the

I did not have

a

man

met

me

at the door of the auditorium

greeted me with,

clue what he

was

"Guess what I did last

referring to

so

I

replied, "Tell me."

Howard 4

He

call

replied,
us

"I

got saved. At the end of your message I

to come forward but you

of the counselors

come

inwardly for this

young

lack of assistance.
touched who

were

so

after the service

to my cabin and he led
man

Still,
not

didn't,

and his

me

tenacity to

persistent

waiting for you to

was over

to Christ." I

receive Jesus in

I wondered how many other

as

was

and had not

I had

one

rejoiced
spite

of my

teenagers Jesus had

accepted Jesus' gift of

salvation?
Numerous
manner,

a

people today hunger for spiritual authenticity in a profound

need which

currently goes

churches. Often individuals cannot

unmet in a

even

great number of Christian

put into words what they

seeking, though they know they are not finding it.
in their lives. Instead
to do with their hves

they conceive

now.

of God

as a

Charles H.

spiritual

distant

Much of institutionalized

mainline church appears to have little interest

of contemporary

God is not

seekers. Fuller

or

a

are

present reality

being who has

little

religion and the

relevance to

a

great number

Theological Seminary professor,

Kraft, has described the contemporary challenge facing the

Christian movement

as

it seeks to reach and convert secular

society:

nearly every sermon tumed out to be a history
Or because the language of the Bible was so out of date?

Was it because

lesson?

Or because the church rituals seemed to connect us more with the
past than with the present? Where did I get the idea that God was

real in the past and would be real again in the future, but that he didn't
really have much to offer us today?

good to know we were saved and headed for heaven.
And it was good to be able to take our burdens to the Lord in
prayer. Even the hymns and sermons were frequently good, though
they were often couched in antique language and theological jargon.
But it was really hard to convince a casual visitor to our church that
It

was

very

Howard 5

something worthwhile would happen if he

she would continue to

or

attend.

something deep inside me, something I tried to keep from
surfacing, kept asking, "Isn't there more to Christianity than this?
Isn't there something for the present? It's nice that God did aU those
wonderful things in the past. It's nice that he'd redeemed us. And
But

it's nice that

we

have

so

where is God now?"
As the secular

(121-122)

masses

sincerely ask themselves,

much to look forward to in the future. But

look at

today's

"Isn't there

more

Christian movement,

to

Christianity than this?"

convinced that many faithfiil

churchgoing Christians

identical

question regularly.

The

offers

much

the

us

new

more

than many of us

life Jesus Christ offers

for people to

answer
are

they
I

am

also ask themselves this

of course is, "Yes!" Jesus Christ

experiencing.

We

can

bring about

humanity by providing regular opportunities

respond with their life

commitments to the Word and work of

God. Vital faith is bom when persons

appropriate

for themselves the grace of

God in Jesus Christ. The quest for such vital faith is

seen

in the words of a

confirmed seeker:
All I want is

reality.

Show

me

God. Tell

me

what He is

really like.

Help me to understand why life is the way it is, and how I can
experience it more fully and with greater joy. I don't want empty
promises. I want the real thing. And I'll go wherever I find that tmth
system. (Bama 144)
The quest many persons in
statement. Seekers look for

They want help
make in life

in

our

world

are on

today is

reality. They want to be

shown

understanding and experiencing the

(Brunner, Loder, Morris). They find no

summed up in this

something real.

difference God

interest in

can

cheap talk.

They desire authenticity and actively seek religious experience (Morris 17).
John

Wesley wrote

in his

Thoughts Upon Methodism,

Howard 6

people called Methodists should ever cease
to exist either in Europe or America; but I am afraid lest they should
only exist as a dead sect, having the form of religion without the
power. (Gill 126)
I

am

not afraid that the

Wesley's

concem was

faith through ritual and
which exists in
understands
The

a

that Methodists would continue to

religious

observances

personal relationship

precisely the dangers

Mysteiy

and

Meaning

only, totally missing the power

with Jesus Christ.

of which John

of Christian

practice their

George

Wesley spoke,

Morris

hi his text.

Conversion, he indicates,

"People tend to ossify and become
experiences of transcendence. (20)

sterile without

When faith in Jesus Christ connotes

up-to-date

primarily religious practices

or

intellectual information to be mastered instead of a vital encounter with Jesus

Himself, Christianity quickly

power."

When Christians

individuals the

can

become "the form of religion without the

proclaim Jesus,

opportunity to meet Jesus, they can more fully experience the

power of Jesus to which John

Wesley referred.

My own personal observations
invitational

teach Jesus, and then allow

and

experiences

of the

necessity of an

ministry time found confirmation in the bibhcal witness

interaction with

humanity.

When humans meet God in

invariably develops based on an invitation-response

scripture

a

of God's

relationship

incident. One of the

earliest encounters recorded in the Old Testament book of Genesis deals with

God and Abram. The record of this

episode

follows:

your kindred
and your father's house to the land that I will show you. I will make of
you a great nation, and I will bless you, and make your name great, so

Now the Lord said to

Abram, "Go from your country and

Howard 7
that you will be a blessing. I will bless those who bless you, and the
one who curses you I will curse; and in
you all the families of the earth
shall be blessed."
So Abram went, as the Lord had told him; and Lot went with him.
Abram was seventy-five years old when he departed from Haran.

(Genesis 12:1-4, NRSV)
In this passage

and

God

humanity.

Abram to leave his

we

observe the

invitation-response experience

Abram with the call to faith. God invites

speaks to

home, his family, and his country, and to

go to the

where God would lead him. God's invitation to Abram centered
to "leave" and

"go." Abram could have

Creator God which could be sustained
call and

daily leading.

Abram makes

an

Abram "went,

as

a

enter

a

only as

the call

Abram responded to God's
on a

step-by-step joumey.

physical response confirming an inward

relationship

and

with God. Genesis 12:4 records that

the Lord had told him."

The divine invitation-human response
New Testament

on

place

personal relationship with his

It would be maintained

outward and

spiritual decision to

of God

as

well. The

Gospel

paradigm finds expression in the

of Matthew records the call of Jesus

upon the lives of James and John:

Going on from there,

he

and his brother John.

saw

two other

They were

in

brothers, James

son

of Zebedee

boat with their father

Zebedee,
preparing their nets. Jesus called them, and immediately they left the
boat and their father and followed him. (Matthew 4:21-22, NIV)
Jesus encounters two

these

men

to

in this passage. He extends

begin a discipling relationship

James and John

follow Jesus.

men

a

an

invitation to

with Him. In order to do

this,

respond by immediately leaving their old way of life to

They respond,

as

Abram before

them, by leaving, and going in

Howard 8

faith.

Chapter two

of this work will further

ground the proposal of this study

in the bibhcal record.

The current

relevancy of the invitation-response paradigm needs

addressing before proceeding with this study.
any

of God

example

ministry time

perhaps

can

Hill shared
a

powerfully encountering people

invitation? Brownsville

illustrate. On

a

Sunday,

as

today have

they respond to

Assembly of God in Pensacola,

June

a

Florida

18, 1995, visiting evangehst Steve

testimony in the morning service

powerful experience

before at

Does the church

at Brownsville

of God's presence he had received

Assembly about

some

months

Holy Trinity Brompton Anglican Church in London, England.

At

the conclusion of his message, Hill asked if any present would like to

experience the refreshing power of the Holy Spirit in their lives.

people responded to his
p.m.

Nearly one

invitation. The

year and

a

through Saturday evenings.

ministry prayer time

Over

lasted until 4:00

half later, the services continue each
In the first sixteen

people have made public confessions

months,

more

of faith in Jesus Christ

1,000

Wednesday

than 50,000
as

Savior

(Grady

30). Brownsville Assembly pastor John Kilpatrick recounts that many of
these have
time

actually run forward to

(Grady 30).

receive salvation

during the prayer ministry

Total attendance for the first twelve months exceeds

650,000 (Beard 12).

Simultaneously, untold thousands of Christians from virtually every
denomination-including United Methodism-have experienced renewal
by receiving prayer. Pastors testify to having received a fresh
evangehstic anointing (Beard 12).
The bibhcal records bears witness to God
and

calling. People respond to the word of God.

speaking words
As

a

of invitation

result, their lives

are
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powerfully impacted and transformed by the subsequent relationship

with

God.
The contemporary situation also bears witness to the
need of people

Brownsville
receive
power.

an

experiencing the invitation-response paradigm.

Assembly, people hear the

invitation to

a

proclaimed. They

God of salvation,

seminar leader in contemporary

in 1995. Her text

serves

both

as a

those interested in

doing contemporary worship

as

detailing churches

who

in the

are

currently successful

evangehsm method suggested by this
Morgenthaler reports

on

The average age of the
Each week.

is the

1985 with

an

emphasis

half an hour.

Sjogren describes

a

the

few announcements

sourcebook

worship

and

on

The

reaching baby boomers.

six different

people (Morgenthaler 179).

worship experience
The

are

worship

at

Vineyard

congregation sings for half an

made, then he speaks for another

Following the message, Sjogren gives the people

to leave if they need

intentional

as a

congregation is twenty-eight (Morgenthaler 179).

Community Church in three movements.
Afterward,

wrote

Vineyard Community Church in Cincinnati,

services which attract between 2,500 and 3,200

hour.

well

worship,

research quest. One of the churches

Vineyard Community Church offers

Pastor Steve

love, and

"how to" book for

Sjogren pastors Vineyard Community Church.

congregation began in

At the

in response.

Sally Morgenthaler,
Worship Evangelism

word of God

personally meet this

They run forward

Ohio. Steve

reality and the

to, then the service concludes with

ministry time (Morgenthaler 184). People

more

are

an

opportunity

music and

invited to

an

come

forward, which Sjogren considers to be important to the impact of the

ministry time. Sjogren

states the motivation and

Community Church's ministry time:

philosophy behind Vineyard
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We let the service end

forward to be

prayed

informally, usually,

for

forward, because

to pray. And

or

while

we

people

are

coming

do encourage them to

learning experience. We
want to impart the transferable skill of praying in a specific ministry
situation, instead of a general "God guide the surgeon's hands" or
"Lord bless so and so." (Morgenthaler 184)
come

Sjogren
people

sees

we

ministry time during worship

into the presence of God

with God

during ministry time

in churches where such
Mainline

want to make it

a

a

as a

vital part of bringing

(Morgenthaler 1 85). Helping people

stirs them to

feature is

vibrant faith than

a more

churches, like United Methodism, continue to decline. The

magazine for United

a

Methodists, reported that the United Methodist denomination lost

people

average for

a

each

day during the

ten year

period (10).

The

study proposes to

of God that have

UMC), Franklin,

experiences
the

period,

Statement

document and describe individuals'
structured time of invitational

North Carolina. This research focuses

The solution to

souls of modem

through December 22,

ministry in

on

ministry time during

1996.

meeting the deep spiritual hunger gnawing at the empty

humanity is to bridge
vital

an

intellectual

of the divine

understanding of the

reality in the

Christian faith with

a

seeker. I propose

renewed, adapted, and expanded en^hasis

a

experiences

Charge (Memorial UMC,

of responding individuals to the invitational

December 1

day on

churches.

the services of the West Macon United Methodist
Patton

average

A great need exists to restore the divine

Purpose

participated in a

an

year 1994 and 228 members per

paradigm to mainline

initiative-human response

This

worship

missing.

November/December 1996 issue of Good News,

of 170

connect

experience

life of the
on

the
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traditional invitation

life in the

as a means

personal experience

bring the proclaimed faith of the pulpit to

to

of the individual.

Research Questions

1) What

are

the dominant

reasons

people respond to the ministry time

invitation?

2)

What

are

the

significant aspects

of ministry time for those who

respond to

the invitation?

3)

What have been the main results of this

who

respond to

the

ministry time

experience

on

the lives of those

invitation?

Defimtion of Terms

The

following

section contains

some

key terminology to

assist in

understanding the vital keys to experiential ministry.
Stmctured

desiring to

receive the

context of the

invited to

Ministry Time:

ministry time affords persons

ministry of a trained prayer team to

do

so

in the

gathered community. People being led by the Holy Spirit are

come

forward for

Invitational

good news

A stmctured

time of unhurried

a

personal prayer and ministry.

Preaching: Invitational preaching seeks to proclaim the

of Jesus Christ in

a manner

that lends itself naturally to

an

opportunity for persons to experience the Spirit of God in their lives.

Apostle

Paul wrote the basis for invitational

ministry in 2

The

Corinthians 5:

God, who reconciled us to himself through Christ and
gave us the ministry of reconciliation: that God was reconciling the
world to himself in Christ, not counting men's sins against them. And
All this is from

the message of reconciliation. We are therefore
Christ's ambassadors, as though God were making his appeal through
us. We implore you on Christ's behalf: Be reconciled to God.
he has committed to

(5:18-20, NIV)

us
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Invitational

through Jesus.

ministry understands God offers reconciliation to Himself

Part of God's

plan includes people

who

serve as

ambassadors

for Jesus. God chooses to call persons to faith through the work of the
Christian ambassador. God calls
Jesus

people to

come

to

Him, through faith in

Christ, by the invitational ministry of Christian ambassadors.

Methodology
A semi-structured interview

protocol will be

gathering from persons responding to
experiences.

a

This interview will center

used to facilitate the data

structured time of ministry in
on

three

worship

questions:

1) What prompted you to respond to the ministry time invitation?

2) Describe

what

3) What are

some

experience

of the

happened to

you

during the ministry time?

of the ways in which your life has been different since your

ministry time?
Subjects

The

of this

study subjects

particular research consist of the people

the Memorial-Patton United Methodist

and

surrounding communities

invitation to
1996

participate

in

a

Charge

who attend

of

of Franklin, North Carolina

worship

and

respond to the

time of intentional prayer ministry

during Advent

(December 1-22, 1996).
Context of the

To understand the

general nature

following description serves

Charge

is part of the

as a

Study

of this

community and its people,

basic introduction. The Memorial-Patton

Waynesville

District of the Westem North Carolina

Annual Conference of the United Methodist Church. The

comprised of two churches: Memorial,
town of Franklin, in Macon

Charge

is

and Patton, both located west of the

County, North Carolina.

within the bounds of the Blue

the

Macon

County sits

Ridge Mountains of westem North Carolina.
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From 1980 to 1990 Macon

County experienced

residents from 20,178 to 23,499

(based on

Census Bureau has estimated that Macon

2,681 residents during the period 1990
makes Macon

County

one

Carolina, and in the entire

history.

on

over

the West Macon

at the close of 1992.

an

Both the

new

members is

loving toward the lifelong members,

In

hundred
a

suggest Patton Church is

on

congregation to

fiill

September of

a

a

total of 102

people

16.67 percent increase
more new

members

The
the

fifty-one years.

worship

congregation is

newer

over

attendance

are

in

up

warm, open, and

residents, and visitors. The
successful

the past ten years. All indicators

the brink of a
a new

The Patton

growth for the first time

people has been the main component of the

church has realized

to move the

sustained

and the average

nearly 20 percent in the past decade.

growth the

one

any other time in the last fifteen years. The

membership

attractive nature of the

are

differs in

average of seventy-two

in the past four years and has received

congregation is beginning to experience
history.

Charge

1996, the congregation had

found

average age of these most recent

its

percent

in westem North

The church had

services. The Church has had

family than at

additional

the 100 member mark for the first time in

At the close of

Sunday mornings

gathered for worship

into the church

an

changes.

ministry in Macon County.

1993, the congregation went

membership

growing counties

season

membership total of ninety-five people

in

grown

character. In 1992, Patton Church celebrated

years of worship and

full members.

County has

The U.S.

figures).

because of the beautiful scenery, the

area

Each of the two churches

its 101 year

census

Many of the residents of Macon County

state.

climate, and the four distinct

personality and

1990

growth in

to 1995. This increase of 1 1.4

of the fastest

retirees who have moved to the
mild

16.5 percent

a

seem

to

spiritual renewal with the potential

level of strength and service in the

area.
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Memorial UMC had 160 members at the end of 1996 and

Sunday morning worship
the

average

attendance of seventy-two. Over the past two years

congregation has received a total of twelve new members, their average

age is

and

an

The

thirty-six years.

was

congregation tumed twenty-five

years old in 1995

bom of a merger between the Carson UMC and the Mount Zion

UMC in the
stable but

early

1970's.

Throughout its existence.

Memorial has remained

stationary in membership, ministry and motivation.

congregation worships
United States

on an

eighteen acre parcel of land

Highway 64. Every day large

The

situated beside

numbers of people drive past the

church location. Memorial is in the

geographical

housing developments (Mill Creek,

Parker

center of several

growing

Meadows, Heritage Hills, Trimont

Estates, Laurel Ridge). It is located in the Cartoogechaye township of Macon

County,

the fastest

County has

growing section of the county.

grown by 38 percent in the past decade. The

congregation are

enormous

The make up of the
Carolina county.
churches

This section of Macon

on

charge

the West Macon

is

quite unique, especially for a rural North

Charge

are

who attend the

not native bom North Carolinians.

charge membership

United States in retirement because of the

setting of the

has moved here from all

pleasant

theology to the

brought new ideas,

West Macon

new

Charge. People

new

perspectives,

who

over

the

climate and beautiful

Westem North Carolina mountains. These

the recent years, have

for the

in the years ahead.

Approximately one half of the people

This sizable part of the

possibilities

were

members,

and

over

even new

lifelong Roman

Catholics, Lutherans, Episcopalians, Southem Baptists, Presbyterians,
Secular Humanists, and United Methodists from other
have all been

these

people

incorporated
are

into the West Macon

well educated and

come

regions

of the

nation,

Charge family. Many of

from such diverse

careers as
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education, management, the military, real estate, law enforcement, and

independent business operation.
The

lifelong residents of Macon County who

churches continue to carry
attitude and vision of the

on

the

Hard work,

congregation.

in the future

Memorial and Patton

members of these

spirit of the mountains,

commitment of family, love for the land, faith in

undying hope

are

a

which influences the

determination, patience,

benevolent

comprise mountain spirit.

going during many lean years

These

in their

God, and

an

qualities kept

respective

histories.

Description
The

Sunday morning worship

ministry time
service

after the

begins

of the

Project

schedule

permits

proclamation of the scriptures.

little

opportunity for

The Patton UMC

at 9:45 AM and the Memorial UMC service starts at 1 1:00

AM. Included in each service is the usual mix of hymns, announcements,

children's sermon,

offering, special music,

components plus

full

Christian

After

a

discipleship

announcing the

length sermon leave

for

lunch,

it

begins.

final

left

me

During times
of those in

car

invitation to

an

Since the Memorial UMC service

frustrated

ministry.

out of the

in order to get to the Memorial UMC service

past 12:00

on numerous

when I felt the

noon.

runs

up to the time

This

logistical

occasions.

Spirit of God wanting to

work in the lives

attendance, I have felt forced to end the service, prematurely I

beheve, because of the time constraint
us

little time for

These

hymn at Patton UMC, I usually slip

I have hesitated to go too far

quandary has

greeting time.

and any type of meaningful intentional prayer

auditorium and head for my

just before

and

to limit the

on our

schedule. I feel this has caused

working of God's Holy Spirit as

congregation have

also

a

result. Members of the

expressed to me that they were moved to make

a
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during particular services but did not do

response
was

specifically given.

who

worship

church

as a

with

us

whole. I

This

as

spirits

have the chance to act

well

frustrated to

the time to allow for individuals to

frustrated in their

as

what

respond.

I also believe

they have heard.

people

study I designed

opportunities
experience

in

our

worship

people

scriptures.

As

by which lay people

respond to the

approach to the
has been
whether

an

pastor has

ministry time

population.

were

Those

also interviewed to

gospel by not inviting

implemented a plan for regular
people to

receive

additional element to this
trained to conduct altar

structured prayer

not the

a

freely offers.

By implementing the

effectively managed to

or

The Church does

an

invitation to

reality of God which has been proclaimed to

were

invitation.

All persons who

ministry.

and

not

personally what has been

who hear the

services for

for themselves the

them from the

who

and the

people become

The Christian message

to receive for themselves what Jesus Christ

In this

means

gospel

people

and not have

gospel proclaimed and do

only germane but essential (Hale 63).

disservice to the

of the

proclaim the gospel truths

needs human response. An invitation to receive

offered is not

opportunity

no

spiritual vitality of the

limits the

when they hear the

on

because

seriously hinders the spiritual lives

each week
am

so

ministry,

plan, I prepared

a

ministry with those

invitation and the team

the time limitation

allow the free flow of the

on

the pastor

Spirit regardless

of

to leave for the next service.

responded to the

invitation to

interviewed and included in the

assisting as members
gain their insights

participate

in structured

specific subject

of the prayer

ministry team were

into what God does

during this time

of
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Independent
The

independent variable

and

Dependent

Variables

of this research is the structured

ministry time

program of the Memorial United Methodist Church and Patton United

Methodist Church of Franklin, North Carolina
The

dependent variables
in structured

participate

will be the

throughout the

spiritual experiences

fall of 1996.

of those who

ministry times during the worship

events of the

Memorial UMC and Patton UMC.
Instrumentation

The effectiveness of this
The first step will involve
this

plan will be measured

a

of those

impressions

two-step process.

compiling the respondents to the

The second step will consist of surveying and

begins.

responding to the

of experiencing God

as a means

in

invitation

as

invitation

once

recording the

to the usefulness of this

personally.

Data Collection

Collection of data will be based

on

the cumulative results of

semi-structured interviews of the researcher

invitational

ministry,

experiences

of structured

imphcations

drawn.

respond to

a

on

by

the various

will be charted and

Generalizabihty

of the

potential for this study to impact individuals

to encounter God in

Study

and churches

transforming and meaningful experience

study is designed to

encounter when persons

and

and contrasts based

ministry respondents

Delimitations and

The

those who

and the written response sheets filled out

respondents. Trends, comparisons

The

on

show how God meets individuals in

respond to

God's initiative of grace.

a

can

seeking

be great.

powerful

Imphcations

insights may be provided by this study which will encourage

other
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pastors and churches
and structured

to

seriously consider instituting invitational preaching

ministry times

Chapter two

in

worship.

of this dissertation sets this research in

theological foundation. Chapter three
itself hi

chapter four the findings

five draws the
and

a

study together with

summation.

a

biblical and

describes in more detail the

of this research
some

are

project

presented. Chapter

conclusions based

on

the

findings
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CHAPTER 2

Precedents in the Literature

The root of this issue addresses the
know God?
most

Actually,

this

people

to

come

all of life and

J. Rodman Wilhams in Renewal

Theology, his

work in Christian

theology,

universal cry for this supreme

recognizes this yearning and
fullest satisfaction"

How do

question remains the key question to

certainly to all theology.

systematic

question:

notes that within all of humanity

knowledge

seeks it

(Wilhams 29).

exists

(29).

Unless

a

humanity

wholeheartedly "life never achieves

Central to the message of the

its

scriptures

is

both the desire of God to be known personally by His creation, and the quest
of humanity to
In

intimately know God (Biersdorf).

Jeremiah, the prophet records these words.

Thus says the Lord:
Do not let the wise boast in their

wisdom, do

not the let

mighty boast in

wealthy boast in their wealth; but let those
who boast boast in this, that they understand and know me, that I am
the Lord; I act with steadfast love, justice, and righteousness in the
earth, for in these things I delight, says the Lord. (Jeremiah 9:23-24,
NRSV)
their might, do not let the

Isaiah looks forward to
earth wiU be full of the

(Isaiah
one

1 1 :9,

a

day when God reigns

knowledge

of the Lord

NIV). God's ultimate intention is

as

in fullness and "the

the waters

cover

the sea"

that the whole creation will

day know Him.
Isaiah's

prophecy begins

Israel has of Him,

with God

lamenting the

lack of knowledge
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Hear, O heavens! Listen, O earth! For the Lord has spoken: "I reared
children and

brought them up, but they have rebelled against me. The
ox knows his master and the
donkey his owner's manger, but Israel
does not know, my people do not understand." (Isaiah 1 :2-3, NIV)
The

prophet Hosea proclaims

Hear the word of the

Lord,

O

a

similar message from God,

people

of Israel; for the Lord has

an

indictment

against the inhabitants of the land. There is no faithfulness
or loyalty, and no knowledge of God in the land. Swearing, lying, and
murder, and stealing and adultery break out; bloodshed follows
bloodshed. (Hosea 4:1-2, NRSV)
My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge. Because
rejected knowledge, I reject you... (Hosea 4:6, NRSV).

you have

For I desire steadfast love and not

sacrifice, the knowledge of God
rather than bumt offerings. (Hosea 6:6, NRSV).
God

speaks through the prophet Jeremiah a promise

of a

new

relationship between God and humanity,
declares the Lord, "when I will make a new
covenant with the house of Israel and with the house of Judah. It will

"The time is

coming,"

not be like the covenant I made with their forefathers when I took them

by the hand to lead them out of Egypt, because they broke my
covenant, though I was a husband to them," declares the Lord.

"This

is the covenant I will make with the house of Israel after that time,"
declares the Lord. "I will put my law in their minds and write it on

God, and they wiU be my people. No
longer will a man teach his neighbor, or a man his brother, saying,
'Know the Lord,' because they will all know me, from the least of

their hearts. I will be their

them to the

greatest,"

declares the Lord. "For I will

wickedness and will remember their sins

31:31-34, NTV)

no

more."

forgive their
(Jeremiah
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Clearly from reviewing these key Old
we see

the great desire of God who wants to be

creation. The bibhcal

person to know

something,

thing (Irwin 1 12).

a

"to know." In the bibhcal

(Oswalt,

3. To have

experienced

Thesis

or

a

relationship

of acknowledgment and submission to God.

when using the verb "to know." When

7).

hkely implies,

adequate
a

16):

skill

Contemporary people usually mean the

from

(yada)

intimately related with

5. To be in

as

personal experience

fact

ability, discemment,

most

a

mind, for a

The verb translated "to know" in Hebrew

2. To have

4. To be

intimately known by His

the individual had to have

had five distinct coimotations
1. To know

scripture passages,

understanding of knowing God goes beyond a mere

superficial rendering of the phrase

of the

Testament

we

first

or

second connotation

say, "I know

God,"

our

intent

"I know God exists." The bibhcal mind did not

for authentic

knowing.

God could not be

this

genuinely known apart

personal experience between God and an individual (Oswalt,

Dr. John Oswalt describes the five

see

types of biblical knowing

as

Thesis
foUows:

dealing with knowing a fact,
with how this fact was leamed being of only secondary importance.
The second set included those usages where the experience afforded a
special kind of knowledge, for instance, skill with, power over,
discemment of The third group was a rather specialized one where
the actual experience was the thing emphasized, e.g. having
experienced war, having experienced sickness. Fourth was a group of
occurrences with cormotations emphasizing an ongoing and two-way
relationship, usually between humans, but in certain instances defining
also the relationship between God and His people. The final group is
devoted exclusively to relationship to God on the part of His people.
The first set of coimotations

were

those
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This involves

claim and submission to His will.

acknowledgment of His
(Oswalt, Thesis 8-9)
Dr. Oswalt shows
moves

that

through the

five

an

increasingly deeper level of knowing as

derived from the verh yada. God desires

categories

humanity have the relationship

Humanity realizes

one

of knowing divine

fifth stage.

reality at the

God's intended purpose when individuals

move

beyond

knowing information about God to the point of having a life-transforming
encounter with God which

develops

into

a

of intimacy,

relationship

worship,

and service.

Though God welcomes
major problem keeps
know God

is

by effort

totally out of the

Isaiah that His

this

Apostle

Humans cannot

An infinite God

(Williams 31).

reach of a finite creation. God declares in the

through its
on

are

far above
our

our

thoughts

and His ways

thoughts (Isaiah 55:8-9).

Another
are

wisdom did not know him..."

to show that God

preaching by humans

and

developing.

a

prophet
are an

Even when

cannot understand and fathom the God of creation. The

Paul goes

Humans

from

creation,

Paul reminds the Corinthian Christians that "...in the wisdom of God

the world

NIV).

with human

relationship

and determination alone

thoughts

we

intimate

relationship

insurmountable distance from
humans try,

an

to make the

plarmed for the

knowledge

we

cannot

holy.

Human sin

so

possible.

that he will not hear"

keep us from knowing God,

but

Isaiah

have

seen

1, humanity rebelled against God and tumed

proclaims, "...your

your sins have hidden his face

(Isaiah 59:2, NIV).

as we

know God.

keeps us separated from God,

intimately know God.

iniquities have separated you from your God;
from you,

of God

"foolishness" of gospel

problem confronts humanity in our attempt to

sinful and God is

therefore,

Corinthians 1 :21a,

(1

our

Not

only do

our

sins

earlier in Hosea 4 and Isaiah

collective backs toward God
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so

that

we

do not

to be revealed to

God

seek to know

in all of life. If humans

relationship

revealed to

even

humanity.

Human

beings

we

scene

persons and God is

humanity He

chooses to do

coming to Moses to

deliver Israel from

understand what is

personal.

desires to reveal to

us

we are

God is

makes

sense

a

we are

God is disclosed

through His

word

speaks to

to Him

His

only when it

comes

(Williams 38).

(Williams 38).

wants His creation to

spite

with the intent that

people

In Exodus 3

us

NIV).

and

to

can

Humans

only

and what He

through His

us

through verbal

God has

contact.

given language to

contact with

humanity.

will hear Him and

we

a

respond

The content of God's revelation is God Himself God
come

of human sin, willful

Himself to

1 : 14a,

personal being also

humanity and willingly uses that medium to make
God

"He

personally.

so

told that "the Word

personal beings

God also chooses to reveal Himself to

personality.

personal God.

a

(Williams 39).

dwelling among us" (John

personal revelation because

knowledge by

introduce Himself and initiate

In Jesus

captivity.

became flesh and made his
need

God, then God must choose

God does indeed choose to be

and makes Himself known"

find the saga of God

plan to

are

important

most

What humans know of God is revealed

When God reveals Himself to
the

to know

are

humanity. Thankfully,

(Williams 32).

comes on

God, though this is the

to

intimate, personal knowledge of Himself.

rebellion, and disinterest, God chooses

In

to reveal

humanity.

God takes the initiative to reveal Himself to the world
Christ. For

humanity to know God,

and the known is crucial

personal relation between the

(Palmer 35). The

experience that which is to be

participation is inadequate.
Christianity,

a

which is not

so

much

a

knower

knower must interact and

known. Personal

Personal

through Jesus

knowledge

knowledge

without active

is at the heart of

series of beliefs, but

a

relationship

with
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the person of Jesus Christ.
same

way

gets

as one

Getting to know Jesus

to know any friend.

meeting Jesus, spending time
Him

To know Jesus

(Keating 45).

reveals Himself in Jesus.

by entering into

with Him,

key to spiritual knowledge

Christ is known by
call us, and

cause

an

talking with Him,

personally is to be

and

hstening to

transformed. God

encounter God

through Jesus

God's revelation in Jesus Christ

is

change

a

relationship

of love

(Parker 40).

(Parker 8).

Jesus

of love. A

knowledge based on love might

and sacrifice

(Parker 9). Spiritual knowledge

experience

us, to

in much the

with Jesus. God is made known when

humanity personally responds to
The

occurs

Becoming a Christian involves

Humanity is invited to

relationship

a

Christ

by nature necessitates transformation and response. Spiritual knowledge
personal encounter with divine tmth.
German root which also
"covenant faith"

was

the

The

Enghsh word

one

one

person enters

a

knows the tmth,

that which is known
becomes

am

Father except

one

a

covenant with

one

He offered
was

face of unknowable risks

engaged and wedded to

experiences the tmth,

tmth, and the life.

through me" (John 14:6, NIV).

of tmth. To know Jesus

a

one

known. Jesus made this clear in His

the way, and the

teaching as the tmth as

another,

pledge to
and transforming relationship, a
a

has become

When

(Parker 31).

intimately joined to the

statement, "I

from

origin of the word "troth" meaning

mutually accountable
relationship forged of tmst and faith in the
(Parker 31).
When

comes

a

(Parker 31).

With this word
engage in

"tmth"

is

a

No

one comes

Jesus did not

relationship

to know the tmth.

so

to the

much offer

a

with Himself as the

source

To know Jesus

to know

the Father. When persons encounter Jesus Christ

as

Savior and

was

Lord,
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abstract, propositional truths take

48). FeUowship

with the

on a

hving God

human face and

comes

about when human

the love of God with

corresponding love (Brunner 100).

interaction does not

created

the Creator's love
event

begin until the

whereby God reveals Himself,

know and

intimate

created
God

experience

ones

decide

experiences

will

respond to this

when they

personally encounter the divine-human,

the

us

cross.

scripture.

to know

God,

Redeemed
to know

Human

88).

As the word of God is made

individual. The person

moment, the created
Individuals

opportunity for
ones

flesh,

Jesus Christ

see

who

less

we are

revelation of

word of God to life in the individual.

Christ. In

a

decisive

Jesus Christ and is forever transformed.

opportunity to experience

and know Jesus

Christ, than those who encountered Him in the first century. The
with Jesus Christ

through

Jesus Christ becomes known to the

responds to

today have no

mercy,

(Brunner 21 ;

through the

experiences the reality of Jesus

one

have the

The encounter with Jesus Christ

ourselves, and to

Holy Spirit brings the

desire to

a

beings become fully realized

Humans encounter and know Jesus Christ

The

appropriates

freely and voluntarily to accept God's love,

Morris, Let the

receive

love, with the

without coercion. The created

fellowship (Brunner 103).

allows

and

action with

God offers this

grace, and

Fox and

beings

The divine-human

His nature, and His

personally.

fellowship to humans

opportunity to

one

(Parker

The divine-human relationship grows out of an

(Brunner).

expectation that the

to hfe

come

changes the person who

encounter

opens himself or herself up to it.

Jesus meets and draws the individual into the presence of God. A

relationship of trust and dependence

upon God

develops (Brunner 50).

One way to understand the difference between

intellectually and personally
the sixth

chapter of Romans:

can

be

seen

knowing God

by considering this

statement from
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For

we

know that

old self was crucified with him

our

so

that the

body

might be done away with, that we should not longer be slaves to
sin~because anyone who has died has been freed from sin. (6:6-7,
of sin

NIV)
The
or

one

who

God

only experiences

intellectually will believe that his

her old self has been crucified and done away with. The

experiences

God

away with and

personally will
self is

a new

state that his

or

one

who

her old self has been done

living (Brunner 127). Subtle,

but distinct is the

difference in semantics. The encounter Jesus Christ offers centers not
belief of new
God is

a

life, but

on

the actual

individual to take the next step. Jesus Christ

us, but also desires to dwell in

God offers

us.

us

His

gives

we

then choose to grasp

Kraft offers the
he describes

as

or

life

can

possibilities

when it

keep persons

God. Intellectual

knowledge.

a

comes

gains

God intends

a

us

His hand

society,

to

intellectual

knowledge

knowledge rarely changes
knowing God,

an

He contends

a

is most

person's

intellectual encounter

centers on

person

more

a

knowing about a subject. Reading

certain

degree of intellectual

for His creation than

only knowing about Him.

Another aspect of knowledge is observational. Human beings
come

to know tmths

our

actually becoming intimately acquainted with

from

knowledge

book

for

of at least three types of knowing, which

Kraft holds that intellectual

about God in

to

intellectual, observational, and experiential (94).

(94). Therefore,

alone

Himself for

not.

that for most of Westem culture and
common.

and then

righteousness

sin, but we must accept the offer (Brurmer 127). God extends
which

the

participation in that new life. Knowing

dynamic relationship based on God's taking the first step

allowing the

on

by seeing them first hand. "Seeing is believing"

can

goes

an
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old

saying. However,

accept it

as

authentic

can

(Kraft 95).

observe

We

can

observational

knowledge

will not

something and

allow

and attitudes to influence what

prejudices,

the

persons

we

our

still choose not to

preconceptions,

observe, hitellectual and

bring an individual into

a

relationship

with

living God.
The kind of knowledge God desires His created

experiential (Oswalt,
individual into

an

transcends what

knows

Isaiah

86). Experiential knowledge

one

learns

even

example,
of the

actual

actually knows

now one

Let the Redeemed

(Kraft 42-43).

experience

As

a

because

longer exist.

God

88).

longer

personally from
The Church

today most

they do not experience miracles, signs, wonders,

change.

Christians. Our

no

We

are

understandings

experiences. Foundational to
that faith. One meets Jesus

to

lack of experience of God. For
and

gifts

scriptures, they claim such happenings no

In order for their doctrines of God to

God must first

One

of these tmths. Some branches of Christianity

witnessed in the

as

an

result, modem Christianity tends

developed a theology based on the

Spirit,

brings

ministry on providing information about God for people to

consider and leam

have

of God

observationally and intellectually.

experience (Fox and Morris,

neglect the

to have of Him is

authentic, life-changing encounter with Jesus Christ that

only about God,

often centers its

ones

all

typically

and beliefs

change,

an

experience

of

similar to these sincere
are

often formed

faith in Jesus Christ is

initially "as

their

affective

a

by our personal

personal experience

of

experience" (Westerhoff

92).
The incident of the

Apostle

to Damascus illustrates the

need for

Paul's conversion

necessity of authentic

personal transformation if one

Paul made this

is to

experience

on

the road

encounter with God and the

tmly know God.

personal incident one of the centerpieces

of his

The

Apostle

understanding
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of Christianity. He referred to it

recorded in the Book of Acts

on

at least three

occasions, which are

(9:1-19, 22:1-13, 26:12-32),

and he wrote of it

himself in his letter to the church at Galatia

(Galatians 1:11-17).

Damascus Road

Paul

Christ met him,

knowledge
only does

experience

opened his

for the

Apostle

eyes to his

own

of himself and Jesus that he had

Paul

experience knowing Jesus

was a

moment when Jesus

spiritual blindness,
never

and

The

and gave him

experienced before.

Not

knowing himself in this

moment, he also gains the commission that will direct the remainder of his life

(Loder 22).
The encounter between Jesus and Paul

on

the Damascus Road

illustrates weU the divine initiative-human response encounter:

1)

Jesus initiates

2)

Paul

an

the

answers

incident with Paul.

question of Jesus

(Acts 22:6-7)

with

a

question of his

own.

(Acts

22:8a)
3)

Jesus reveals Himself to Paul.

4)

Paul realizes

I to

a

response

on

(Acts 22:8b).

his part is necessary and asks Jesus, "What

do. Lord?" (Acts 22:10a)

5)

Jesus instructs Paul to "Get up and

go..." (Acts 22:10b)

6)

Paul accepts the word of Jesus and

obeys

meet with Ananias.

7)

For the third

receives

(Acts

22: 1

it

by traveling to

Damascus to

1-12).

time, Paul responds

to the

leading of Jesus.

This time, he

through the ministry of Ananias, healing from his blindness,

direction for his

new

life in Jesus, and the instmction to be

the

baptized. (Acts

22:13-16).
8)

am

For the fourth

(Acts 9:18b)

time, Paul responds to God's word and receives baptism.
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Human
to know God

beings

do not

experience

but

personally,

as

case

Until Paul

making of history" (Loder 22).

solely to be

set free from

sin and

of Paul, "to be called into the

experienced

an

encounter with

Christ, he could not make the history God intended. The particulars of

Jesus

the

in the

God

experience

itself need not be

duphcated

or

imitated. The actual encounter

must be.

One need not travel the road to Damascus to meet
have

an

93).

What

authentic encounter with the
we

focuses not
in his life

hearers

on

as

find Paul

living God (Morris 156-157, Barclay

coming back to

in his witness and his

the result of the encounter

experience the

same

(Loder 23).

King Agrippa (Acts 26),

Agrippa remarks,
to be

a

he

(Acts 26:28, NIV).

know Jesus Christ without

Road

experience

of Paul

definition James E. Loder

life, ministry, and actions

For

short time you

Paul, clearly

personal transformation.

as a

backdrop,

one can

can

one

a

defense,

persuade

could not

With the Damascus

fully understand the

of knowledge:

gives

What is known becomes

Christ which

Christ. When Paul concludes his
a

occurs

hungers to have his

clearly intends for Agrippa to have

"Do you think that in such

Christian?"

Paul

transforming encounter with Jesus

transforming encounter with Jesus

me

writings,

the moment of the encounter but the transformation that

has occurred in his life. When Paul defends his
before

God, but all need to

knowledge because the

knower has been

addressed, struck, confronted, attacked, or attracted by an "object,"
and in response he or she has sensed, felt, or incorporated it on the
basis of previous

All

analogous experience. (30)

knowing, therefore,

experienced

if one

hopes to

is

an

event which must be

ascertain the

personally

knowledge being offered (Morris
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58, Loder 33). The New Testament Gospel of Luke contains
which occurred in the life of two followers of Jesus
road to Emmaus
as

"convictional

knowledge" (93-122).

in turmoil and chaos. Once

are

Jesus has been put to death

society.
a

His followers

better world has died

comes

from

some

are

broken in

women

experience

of the

community of followers

devoted to

thought to be the redemption of Israel,

disillusioned. Their desire for

spirit and

(Luke 24:22)

that

Into this

they

saw

despair a word

angels

community cannot comprehend this

therefore, it provides nothing but
no

shocking arrest,

criminal, thereby ending any hope for a new

as a

them that Jesus is alive. The

they joumeyed on the

Because of the

along with Jesus (Loder 99).

of the

incident

This incident models what Loder refers to

(Luke 24:13-35).

conviction and crucifixion of Jesus, the
Jesus

as

an

a

last

who told

word and

glimmer of hope (Loder 99). Having

word, the community

can

find

no

meaningful response to

it.
The disillusionment the
not

only to

the

community feels

end to Israel's

tragic

The

people placed upon Him.

hope,

Emmaus, they

encounter

a

of Jesus, the stranger

now

stranger. He hstens

the

After

begins to

a

different

to their conversation then

crucifixion

learning of their dismay at the

connect the recent events with the

perspective

on

their

of Jesus walk toward

interworking with Israel (Luke 24:25-27).

grasp

misguided hopes the

nature of His salvation.

community of the followers

politely asks to be included.

of God's

but also to the

people rightly expected Jesus to be

Savior, but they wrongly perceived the
As two of the

at the death of Jesus is due

the events

The

long history

community members

they have witnessed. Seeing

bigger picture has enlarged their potential for hope.
When the joumey nears its

stay with them. He agrees

to do

end, the

so

two followers ask the

and joins them for

an

stranger to

evening meal.
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During the meal,

He takes

this action, the two
vanishes. The

a

loaf of bread and breaks it.

disciples recognize the stranger is

disciples experience for themselves

bread their

own

eyes of the

disciples opened (Luke 24:31).

them new

Upon experiencing

Jesus. In

in the

an

instant,

He

breaking of the

brokenness and need for transformation. At that moment the
Personal

experience had given

perception of reality and truth.

Having now had their despair transformed by an encounter with Jesus,
the two

disciples begin the process

totality of their lives. They remind

of integrating this

as

on

the road

has fransformed their lives, filled them with
cause

(Luke 24:29), they choose to
where

(Luke 24:33)
the rest of the

(Loder 111)

only have

by the

Though the day is

expanded witness

are

over

The

Risen Jesus Christ to

public

witness of their

brings both the personal release

two

inspired them

immediately and retum to Jerusalem

of the

of transformed

reality of the

people been made new by an encounter with

being planted for the

Emmaus Road

of transformation"

Stage

leave

found joy, and

resurrection of the entire

community.

Illustrated

"logic

and the

Christ, but the seeds

disillusioned

of Jesus Christ.

despairing Christian community.

resurrection. Not
Jesus

new

Loder

An encounter with Jesus

they enthusiastically proclaim the

encounter with Jesus Christ

energy

(Luke 24:32).

having an "aha experience" (108).

for renewed service to the

into the

each other how their hearts bumed from

within while Jesus talked with them
describes this

experience

one

incident, Loder sets forth a five stage

(3-4):

is the "conflict-in-context"

restlessness of the human

spirit and

an

(3) characterized by a

inner dissatisfaction.
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Stage two
conflict in the

is the "interlude for

scanning" (3)

The inner self begins

spirit.

consistency in order to bring resolution to
three is the

Stage

spirit discovers
and creates

or

a new

a

which arises out of the

search for satisfaction and

dissonance

"insight felt with intuitive

being felt within.

force"

(3)

as

the human

develops new understanding which resolves the

dissonance

level of meaning. At this stage, authentic transformation

occurs.

Stage

four is the "release and

transformation allows the human

repatteming" (4) experienced

spirit to

express

of discontinuity and dissonance. The human

changes

which the transformation

spirit

five is

and fulfillment to the

sure

original

causes

God

as

side

as

theologian J.I.

well. How does

The first movement

or

as

the

one come

of God? In

comes

a

dwelling of the Holy

to the

third movement involves

a

personal response

it

place

of

as

personal knowledge
speaking

specifically to the person

proceeds

as

should deal

person hears God

Holy Spirit ministers

character and nature

we

Knowing God, Reformed

when

her needs. The second movement

acquainted with God's

a

Christ. This process allows the human

Packer delineates four movements toward

through the scriptures

closure

of Jesus Christ.

experiencing personal knowledge

and his

creation into

stressing the theoretical aspect of knowing God,

pragmatic

(32).

bring all

Creator, transformed into

Spirit and reformed in the image

of God

experience has brought

of dissatisfaction.

God seeks to

transforming encounter with Jesus

with the

calls forth.

experience

the transformation

Through these stages

After

spirit begins integrating

"interpretation and verification" (4) whereby the human

checks to make

spirit to experience

the

ecstasy, liberating pent-up

feelings

Stage

as

as

the person becomes

revealed in His word. The
the individual accepts God's
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invitation to

relationship

and makes the commitment to

The fourth movement results in the individual

love

freely given in Jesus

fellowship

Christ and

obey God's

encountering and receiving the

being drawn into

deep

a

and intimate

with God.

Through these four movements

we

perceive the

interaction between

God's initiative and the response of individuals. God's grace
out the unbeliever for

illuminated

or

with God

is to

the person first

develop

a

personal response

into

a

comes

choice to

reaching back toward

God. One

Christ, and the

by which individuals

can

to

a

crossroads

to God's initiative if the

deeper relationship.

humanity first. Humanity always has the

means

into contact with God.

comes

Then, the individual

occurs.

she must make

acquaintance

actively seeks

redemption and fellowship. Through the scriptures,

by the Holy Spirit,

Acquaintance
where he

Word.

God reaches toward

respond or not, by

accurately describe the Gospel of Jesus
encounter

it,

a

"Word-Event"

(Morris 58).
The

relationship being offered falls nothing short of an intimate, lasting

fellowship between an individual human being and the very God
creation.

Through the

Holy Scripture,

a

desiring to make
individual

as a

work of the

person realizes that God is

friends with him

"covenant

First, knowing God

(Packer 36).

or

opening His heart to him or her,

her with the intention of enlisting the

That humans

can

on

knowing God,

comes as a

three truths

result of God's

come

to the

initiating grace

know God at all results in God's desire that

He be known and that God makes the first

move

relationship. Second, knowing God takes place

(Packer 34).

life the pages of

partner" (Packer 32 quoting Karl Barth).

hi summary of this section

forefront.

Holy Spirit bringing to

of all

One must know about God before

toward
as one

estabhshing a

encounters God

one can

authentically

come

to
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know God in

a

faith

The

relationsliip.

Apostle Paul

states to the church at

Rome,
How, then,
how

can

they call on the

they believe in the
(Romans 10:14 a, b, NIV)
can

Knowing God
much
God

that

personally (Oswalt 86,

Packer

must encounter God at the

Only then
God

cannot be confined to just

know about God does not

we

we

one

can

can

human

only be

volitional

an

experience

emotional

knowing about God.

accurately reflect how deeply we
34).

The third

experience,

And

How

know

key to knowing God is

deepest personal levels

of God go

experience (Packer 35).

God initiates the

they have not believed in?
of whom they have not heard?

one

of human life.

beyond the superficial. Knowing
weU

as

God creates

relationship toward humanity,

us

as an

intellectual and

to know Him personally.

then allows the individual to

make the response which sohdifies the covenant

relationship.

The moment of

human response is vital. At this moment the divine-human encounter
becomes effective.

Based
some

on

insights

manner we

the life of the Old Testament

into the nature of the

have been

one

who

figure Daniel,

Packer also offers

authentically knows

God in the

considering (23-26):

1) "Those who know God have great energy for God" (Daniel 1 1 :32, 1 :8-16,
6:1 Of).

2)

"Those who know God have great

thoughts

of God"

(Daniel 4:6, 5:18-23,

4:34-37, 2:20ff, 9:4, 7, 9, 14).

3) "Those

4)

who know God show great boldness for God"

(Daniel 1,3,6).

"Those who know God have great contentment in God"

(Daniel 3:16-18).
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Divine Initiative and Human

God works in

when

mighty ways

respond to the proclamation of the
nature of Christianity calls for

In

fact,

necessitates

a

opportunity to

an

Good News of Jesus Christ. The very

saying that the Gospel of Jesus

human response. The

through the proclamation of the
summons, and

people have

Scripture

response to the work of God in Jesus Christ.

a

could be made for

a case

in

Response

Holy Spirit works

Word of God in

Christ

in the human heart

a manner

compels the hearer to respond (Morris 59).

which

challenges,

The human

response to the work of God is the transaction and execution of grace into the

individual's life.

Throughout scripture

faith to His initiative. The

God caUs His

people to respond in

thoughtful human decision is integral for

appropriating what God has accomphshed in Christ and

calls His

people to

receive.
In Exodus

the

people

chapter 32,

of Israel

as a means

to

bring

an

invitation for commitment to

calm out of chaos:

people were running wild and that Aaron
let them get out of control and so become a lau^iingstock to their

When Moses

had

Moses issued

saw

that the

enemies. So he stood at the entrance to the camp and said, "Whoever
is for the Lord, come to me." And all the Levites ralhed to him.

(Exodus 32:25, 26, NIV)
Later, when Joshua took
Moses he also called the

over

the

leadership

people to make

a

of the Israelites from

decision for God:

him with all faithfulness. Throw away
the gods your forefathers worshiped beyond the River and in Egypt,
and serve the Lord. But if serving the Lord seem undesirable to you,
then choose for yourselves this day whom you will serve, whether the
"Now fear the Lord and

serve

gods your forefathers served beyond the River,

or

the

gods

of the
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Amorites, in whose land you are hving. But as for me and my
household, we will serve the Lord." (Joshua 24:14, 15, NIV)
The

themselves

people responded to the invitation of Joshua by committing
to service and

obedience to God. Joshua wrote down their

decision in the form of a covenant and erected
commemorate their decision

The

(Joshua 24:25-27).

prophet Elijah also

another about

stone monument to

a

caUed the

people

of Israel to decide

one

way

or

serving God:

Elijah went before the people and said, "How long will you waver
between two opinions? If the Lord is God, follow him; but if Baal

is

God, follow him."
But the

people said nothing. (1 Kings 18:21, NIV)
Then Elijah said to all the people, "Come here to me." They came to
him... (1 Kings 18:30, NIV)
When the Lord worked among His

people

gathered people responded by falling before
Lord-he is God! The Lord-he is God!"

When
God's

mighty power,

God and

a

exclaiming,

and the

renewed commitment to God

people to make

a

the
"The

(1 Kings 18:39, NIV)

King Josiah revived the temple worship

Word, he made

called the

in

reading of

personally.

Then he

similar commitment:

king called together all the elders of Judah and Jerusalem. He
went up to the temple of the Lord with the men of Judah, the people of
Jerusalem, the priests and the prophets� all the people from the least to
the greatest. He read in their hearing all the words of the book of the
Covenant, which had been found in the temple of the Lord. The king
stood by the pillar and renewed the covenant in the presence of the
Lord�to follow the Lord and keep his commands, regulations and
decrees with all his heart and all his soul, thus confirming the words of
Then the
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a

the covenant written in this book. Then all the people
themselves to the covenant. (2 Kings 23:1-3, NIV)

pledged

In

Baptist preached

preparation for the arrival of the Messiah,

message of repentance and

upon

people

to come to him

lives toward God. The

John the

baptism for the forgiveness

as a means

of sins. He called

of signifying their desire to tum their

Gospel of Mark records this

response:

The whole Judean

countryside and all the people of Jemsalem went out
to him. Confessing their sins, they were
baptized by him in the Jordan
River. (Mark 1 :5, NIV)
Jesus Himself called

on

those who would be His

disciples to make

a

definite decision of commitment:
And he said to

them, "Follow me, and I will make

Immediately they

left their nets and followed him.

you fish for

people."

(Matthew 4:19, 20,

NRSV)
On the

Day of Pentecost,

Upon hearing what God had
Peter and the other

the

Apostle Peter proclaimed Jesus

done for them in Jesus

apostles, "Brothers,

Peter answered

what shall

Christ.

Christ, the people asked

we

do?"

(Acts 2:37, NIV)

by saying.

Repent, and be baptized every one of you in the name of Jesus Christ
for the forgiveness of your sins. And you will receive the gift of the
Holy Spirit. (Acts 2:38, NIV)
The
to the

Apostle

Corinthians:

Paul summed up the Christian

calling in his

Second Letter
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We

therefore Christ's

ambassadors, as though God were making
his appeal through us. We implore you on Christ's behalf: Be
reconciled to God. (2 Corinthians 5:20, NTV)
are

The final book of the

Bible, the Revelation

of John concludes with

these words of the risen Lord Jesus Christ:
The

Spirit and the bride

The

scriptures

say, "Come." And let everyone who hears
say, "Come." And let everyone who is thirsty come. Let anyone who
wishes take the water of life as a gift. (Revelation 22:17, NRSV)

of life and

thus full of exhortations for those who hear the word

experience the

Out of my

pastor, I have
more

are

own

come

grace of God to

personal experience

to desire

a

respond with appropriating faith.
as a

works of Jesus. I know the

today,

and forever"

"Is there

being experienced in the

scriptures teach Jesus

(Hebrews 13:8, NIV).

is "the

same

yesterday,

and

The hfe I live in Christ bears little

scripture.

faith than I, and many other sincere believers,
to

local church

I have read the New Testament and studied the

resemblance to the lives of Christians in

means

a

satisfactory answer to the question,

to the Christian faith and life than what is

majority of churches today?"

Christian and

are

I beheve there is

experiencing.

I

more

see

to

the

authentically encounter God found in the inter-working of the Spirit

of God, the

proclamation of the gospel with an invitational intent,

opportunity for those moved by God to outwardly respond to
When these factors, both human and divine,
know God in

a

are

joined,

God's

persons wiU

leading.
come

to

profound and transformational manner.
God's Covenant Initiative and Human

Another

and the

Response

key to understanding the need for human response

of God is the concept of covenant in the biblical

writings.

to the grace

The Old and New
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Testament reveal God

as

"a

with those created in His

relationship

Creation, transcendent

in nature,

interaction with His creations
God at

an

actively desires

a

term for the

not

instituting of a

for His

and initiates

(Shelton 475).

was

to "cut

a

In Genesis 1 5, God makes

a

ratification of the covenant

by passing between the

sacrificed

people.

a

firepot

and

a

knowledge

not God's

the covenant

covenant"

(Shelton 476).

was

based

on

divided

a

grace. No human merit
was

pieces

of

matter of mutual

The covenant

played a part in the origin

to receive the covenant

concept of covenant,

scripture-based theology of covenant grace,

we see

by faith.

that

even

in

human response activates the

of God in the life of the individual.

Proclamation, Invitation,

Inviting people who have

experience

its benefits

and

Response in the Early

hstened to the

a

The

proclamation of the gospel to

response. From the outset. Christian

proclamation included an appeal for hearers to
personally.

Church

personally activates the Christian faith in their lives.

The bibhcal word calls for

and

the

signifies

alone; it needed the ratification of God's people. God's offer of

From this brief consideration of the

promises

"personal

torch. God initiates the

The covenant becomes

of the covenant. The human response

the

but

of

God made this

responsibility when the people respond by faith (Shelton 477).
was

knowing

covenant. The proper

covenant with Abraham and

animals, symbolized by

covenant with His

The

(Shelton 476).

people through the

covenant

personal

solely intellectual assent,

response of love"

special knowledge possible

The God of

Bibhcal faith involves

(Shelton 474).

God, of which the Bible speaks, is

covenant

a

image" (Shelton 474).

intimate level of communion

knowledge that inspires

enters into

personal Being who

receive

gospel truths publicly

early Christian Church had a basic

message called the

"kerygma" or the "proclamation" which included the central truths

of the faith
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(Dodd 7).
themes

This

early apostohc preaching was focused

relating to

Developments,

Jesus Christ. In his

prophecies are fulfilled,
coming of Christ.
was

He died

The

and the

new

a

specific

set of

Apo.stolic Preaching and

CH. Dodd outlines the basic Christian

The
He

book.

around

age is

Its

"kerygma":

inaugurated by the

bom of the seed of David.

according to the Scriptures,

to deliver us out of the

present evil age.
He

was

He

rose on

buried.
the third

He is exalted at the

quick

come

again

Essential to this

is

an

and Lord of

and dead.

He wiU

Judge

day, according to the Scriptures.
right hand of God, as son of God
as

Judge

and Savior of [all]

proclamation of Jesus

as

(17).

Savior, Lord, and coming

invitation to receive Jesus. Dodd states,

the

kerygma always closes with an appeal for repentance, the offer of
forgiveness and of the Holy Spirit, and the promise of salvation, that
is, of 'the life of the Age to Come,' to those who enter the elect
community (23).
The

early apostohc preaching recorded in the New

the essential nature of the invitation. The

concluded with such statements

Testament confirms

proclamation of the kerygma

as:

Repent, and be baptized, every one of you, in the name of Jesus Christ
for the forgiveness of your sins. And you will receive the gift of the
Holy Spirit. (Acts 2:38, NIV)
Repent, then, and tum to God, so that your sins may be wiped out, that
times of refreshing may come from the Lord, and that he may send the
Christ, who has been appointed for you�even Jesus. (Acts 3:19-20,
NIV)
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All the

prophets testify about him that everyone who beheves in him
receives forgiveness of sins through his name. (Acts 10:43, NTV)
Michael Green, in
of the

"keyrgma"

as

Evangehsm in

the

Early Church,

up the heart

sums

proclaimed by the disciples:

1) they preached a person (150),
2) they proclaimed a gift (150),
3) they looked
The
of the

for

a

response

(151).

early Church enjoyed great

Holy Spirit. "Every initiative

in

success

because of the

initiating work

evangehsm recorded in Acts

is the

initiative of the

Spirit of God" (Green 149). Knowing the Spirit of God was

at work in their

midst, the early Apostles boldly proclaimed the word of God

This combination of Holy

(Acts 8:4).

proclamation proved to be
Jesus Christ

as

a

Spirit working and human gospel

potent ministry. Thousands

Lord and Savior in

dramatically

a

short

came

to encounter

period of time (Acts

2:42).
Structured

The

Ministry Time and the

Traditional

Evangelistic

proposed ministry model of inviting persons to

worship to receive

hivitation

forward in

come

prayer and to encounter God is related to the

evangelical

invitation, yet is distinct and more encompassing. The section of theological
reflection which follows will attempt to draw the lines of contrast
between the traditional

evangehstic

and in addition, will show the

invitation and structured

potential benefits

clearly

ministry time,

of a structured

ministry time

approach.
The method of inviting people to
upon their lives has

Calvinists have

pubhcly respond to the

call of God

historically been an Arminian theological practice.

usually appealed to the sovereignty of God

and the
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understandmg of conversion as private experience

as reasons

people to publicly respond to the gospel (Olbricht 8).

for not

inviting

Arminians however,

found the

public profession of faith to be suited to their theology and to the

pragmatic

needs of frontier life in North America. The

the

early settlers

cohesive

9).

and the

atmosphere

for

independent spirit of

strength of the Methodist movement provided

inviting pubhc response to the

The emergence of the can^

meetings

in the

call of God

of 1801,

as a

response to

a

(Olbricht

early nineteenth century gave

rise to the traditional invitation to salvation. The Methodist

Cartwright, describes his personal

a

evangehst,

Peter

conversion to faith in Jesus Christ in

May

public invitation.

To this

meeting I repaired, a guilty, wretched sinner. On the
Saturday evening of said meeting, I went, with weeping multitudes,
and bowed before the stand, and eamestly prayed for mercy.
(Cartwright 38)

Cartwright's

conversion at

the nineteenth century helps to
invitation in American
were

be

open and

a

Kentucky campmeeting at the beginning of

pin down the beginning of the evangehstic

history (Olbricht 10).

In

a

time when frontier

people

adventuresome, the idea of an experimental religion that could

personally experienced was tremendously appealing.

The frontier camp

meetings provided the opportunity for such experiences by inviting people to
come

forward and encounter God.

The

ones

praying,

who

and the

forward

often mourning,

weeping, and
place designated for them in front of the assembly

came

were

the moumer's bench, or with other arrangements,
the moumer's tent, the praying tent, the praying circle, the altar, and to
scoffers, "the pen," because of its similarity to a hog enclosure
became known

as

(Olbricht 10-11).
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In the most
an

evangelistic

experience.
does

so

general

event has been identified

The person who

signify his

to

sense, the traditional invitation to

drawbacks of this

or

comes

solely with the

a

person

one-time human decision is identical with

conversion

a

can

as

come

forward is neither bibhcal

mistakenly assume that a

personal

Jesus to "foUow Me"
may also

run

the risk of gaining

the message, the
response of the

Invitation

(Ehrhard 76-77).

approach,

or

a

the

and

ongoing relationship

Jim Ehrhard

The traditional

evangehstic

only emotional,

personahty of the speaker,
In his

calling for

consistent with the message of

response that is

spirit (Ehrhard 77).

System",

nor

preacher

Savior. One of the

with Jesus Christ. Critics of the invitation method contend that

people to

forward in

forward at the invitation of the

her acceptance of Jesus Christ

approach is that

come

invitation

based

rather than

on
a

article, "The Dangers of the

declares.

The extension of an

appeal for public decision may result in a purely
psychological response that provides a catharsis for the emotional
pressure of the sermon. Such persons falsely assume that their action
has made them right with God (79).
For anyone,
with the

a

experience

preacher or a respondent,
of salvation

the heart of Christianity.

one can

experience

mistake the

equate "coming forward"

by grace through faith dangerously misses

Billy Graham,

who

method with greater effectiveness than any

how

to

uses

the traditional invitation

living evangehst acknowledges

physical coming forward with the spiritual

of salvation:

nothing about the mechanics of coming forward that saves
anybody's soul. Coming forward is an open acknowledgment and a
testimony of an inward experience that you have had with Christ.
There's
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But this inward

experience with Christ,
important thing (Pollock 210).

this encounter, is the most

Critics of the traditional invitation system
offense of this method is the

people

who

are

possibility of giving assurance

actually unconverted (Ehrhard 83). People

experienced no spiritual transformation,

disciplines
no

of prayer, Bible

cormection with

evangelistic

charge the most

a

who have

can

of salvation to
who have

interest in the

and service to

study, worship,

local church,

no

serious

spiritual

God, and who have

testify that they went forward

at

an

service.

Regardless

of the

possible dangers

and misuses of the invitation

system, when people have entered into worship
pray prayers

extolling the

to

sing about the

love of God, and to hear

sermons on

love of God,

the love of

God, they are shortchanged when we send them back into the world without
an

opportunity to personally experience the

Christian

gospel portrays

Morris 1 03).
makes

a

a

God who invites

Repenting, trusting,

decision to

come

condemnation. When

one

love of God. The

and

people to respond (Fox and

turning emphasize

toward grace

they decide

responds to the

of the

essence

action. When

one

also to tum away from

call of God

they tum away from

the world's idols.
Eddie Fox and

"The

George Morris,

possibihties of repentance

exercise faith and tum to God is

in their work

and faith
a

are

gifts

conscious act

Faith-Sharing, indicate,

of God, but the decision to

on

the part of the human

being" (103). Billy Graham has proclaimed for a generation God's gracious
gift

of etemal life in Jesus Christ. He maintains grace is "like any

becomes

ours

only when we

reach out and take it"

respond to the working of God in their lives

carries

gift,

it

(51). Inviting persons to
an

urgency that is

a

vital
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component of the Christian faith. Throughout the record of scripture, God
calls

people to respond to His initiatives immediately. "Today,

voice, do

not harden your

NIV). The Apostle Paul
is the time of God's

hearts..,"

says the Psabn writer

stressed this

favor,

now

is the

NIV). Joshua pressed for a decisive

same

if you hear his

(Psalm 95:7d-8a,

immediacy when he wrote,

day of salvation (2

...now

Corinthians 6:2c,

and immediate response to God with his

statement, "...choose for yourselves this day whom you will serve..." (Joshua

24:15a, NIV). Urgency is

not

substitute for coercion

a

or

Jonathan Edwards maintained without the heartfelt
in

a

person's life, transformation of that life

the word of God
remained

writings

proclaimed,

but without

manipulation.

unlikely. People

was

of God

experience

could hear

experiencing its truths, they

John White quotes this statement from the

unchanged (White 52).

of Edwards:

They hear.. .commands.. .warnings.. .and the sweet invitations of the
gospel. Yet they remain as before... because they are not affected
[moved] with what they hear. (White 52)
Edwards makes the
desires

more

God seeks

a

than

a

inteUectual

so

with His human

involves the mind and the emotions

relationship

with God demands

demonstration of God's grace and

Edwards.

searching for.

are

God

understanding on the part of His people.

Presenting the propositional truths

will leave

many today

personal, spiritual relationship

relationship that
have such

an

point

an

well

as

the

a

body.

To

authentic encounter with God.

of faith without
an

as

creations;

experience

allowing for a

on

people today as unchanged as they were

the behalf of the
in the

days

hearer,

of Jonathan
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John

Wesley's

statement about his encounter at

1738 underscores the vital role

Aldersgate

on

personally experiencing God plays

May 24,

in the life

of a Christian:
I went very

unwillingly to a society in Aldersgate Street, where one
was reading Luther's
preface to the Epistle to the Romans. About a
quarter before nine, while he was describing the change which God
works in the heart, I felt my heart strangely warmed. I felt I did trust
in Christ, Christ alone for salvation: and an assurance was given me,

that he had taken away my sins, even mine, and saved
law of sin and death (Wesley 103)

Wesley believed in Jesus
experience.
also

He

was a

me

from the

Christ for many years up until this

parish priest

and

a

missionary to

America. He

was

frustrated, fearful, and unsuccessful. After this transformational

encounter with

God, Wesley went

on

to lead the Methodists and the nation of

England through a period of widespread spiritual renewal.
John Amott, who pastors the Toronto
recent

is for

scene

of profound

spiritual renewal,

people to experience

with God,

God

religion, theology,

The Father's

Blessing,

personally.

and

worship,

Airport Christian Fellowship,

also understands how
Without
is

important it

authentic encounter

an

only an intellectual

Amott makes this cogent

the

exercise. Li

point:

experiences with God. Theology is
the reflection on these experiences. The theology that Scripture
reveals and estabhshes is essential. But we also need personal
experiences with God, just as the people in the Bible had. (62)
The Bible is

Experiences,

a

record of people's

no

authority of scripture

matter how

in

profound or intense,

forming the

should not subvert the

life of the Christian.

Additionally,

a
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Christian should

settle for

never

a

life of faith any less real than that found

on

the pages of scripture.
Varieties of Response

By now

one can

through the verbal witness,
transforming experience
(Green 151-152;

Morris,

content of the

of the hearer

Let The Redeemed

a

81). Proclaiming the

inviting the hearer to appropriate this message

(Fox

variety of methods

evangelistic

and pastors

of the church and stand
hands. After the first
come

responded to

over

inviting response

of good

response

have been

the part

successfully tried

to Preach

announce a

(66). Upon completion

of the

hymn.

by

of his

congregational hymn.
come

facing the congregation with response

verse

on

91).

first verse, several pastors would

Walker would

give

to the front

cards in then-

an

invitation for

forward to receive Jesus Christ into their lives. Those who

Walker's invitation

they would be

a

the years. One such method is described

Standing up

standing before the pastors

separate

for

message. Walker would

During the singing of the

people to

and demands

and Morris, Let the Redeemed 81, 88,

Alan Walker in his book,

the

in

respond to the gospel proclamation

Gospel both presupposes

by evangelists

a

beings

the interrelated components of the divine-human encounter. The

news are

A

and that God encounters human

when they

Fox and

deeds of God and

that God chooses to be revealed

safely assume

were

given a

card and told to remain

until the conclusion of the service.

Afterward,

invited to meet with the pastors and other trained counselors in

room

for

mdiristry and personal discipleship.

singing after each successive verse

Walker would stop

and invite additional counselors and

forward. When the

hymn was completed,

other seekers to

come

benediction

offered and the service ended. Walker then joined the

was

pastors, counselors, and seekers in the inquiry room for ministry.

a
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The obvious benefits of this method include

counsel, and disciple those who respond to the invitation,

pray,

having an open-ended,

unhurried time for ministry to those

encounter God. The intentional nature of the

the

having trained persons to
well

as

seeking to

ministry time

appears both in

strategic means by which Walker guides the people through the

process and

by the placement of trained

as

invitation

counselors and pastors to assist those

seeking God.
H. Eddie Fox and
the Lord SAY

George

SO!, describe

a

E. Morris in their

book.

Let the Redeemed of

similar method of response

by John Wesley

during his open-air field preaching campaigns (137-138). According to
and

Morris, John Wesley would strategically place his lay preachers and class

leaders at the front of the assembled crowd
who

came

forward under

spiritual

signs

of being touched

during his

conviction.

other assistants among the crowd to initiate

sermons, to assist those

Wesley would also disperse

ministry to

by the Holy Spirit. Wesley was

hold what he termed "after
the

Fox

meetings", whereby those

those who showed
known to

who had

occasionally

experienced

working of the Holy Spirit in their lives under Wesley's preaching,

invited to

(138;

come

Walker

to the New Room in Bristol for

64).

The benefits of this method

time is set aside to allow

transforming grace
meetings
gospel

guide the

stems from the time

seeker into

Trained counselors

also obvious. Intentional

Perhaps the

success

people had to consider,

Secondly,

relationship

give the

They do not have to

are

counsel and prayer

people the opportunity to experience the

of Jesus Christ.

of Jesus Christ.

spiritual

were

the

of Wesley's class

and encounter the

availability of a living human being to

with Jesus Christ should not be overlooked.

seeker

a

companion to

lead them toward God.

go alone. Someone waits to show them the way.
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Another variation of the invitation is to

move

from the

proclamation to

the response

by asking the people to bow their heads for a time

While heads

are

bowed, the preacher asks those who desire

Christ to hft their hands. With everyone in

free to

respond without drawing the

hfted hands, the
the individuals
Redeemed

and

stares of the audience.

in

a

Morris,

Let the Redeemed
are

lead of the

focus

quiet time

146-147; Martin 67). The invitation is

Spirit to

come

to the

kneeling rail for a

advantage

they have prayed,

of this method is that it

stems from the fact the seeker does not have the

or

can

be

counselor go to the

they desire (Fox

opportunity to

responding anonymously writes
or

a

easily remedied by having the pastor,
one

kneeling and offer to pray with them,

and Morris, Let the Redeemed

O. Dean Martin describes

most eamest prayer

an

on a

3"

x

on

the

5" card their

in the hands of God

whereby the person

biggest hurt, greatest

(Martin 67) then brings the

kneeling rail

as a

card to the

kneehng

completes the prayer time he

symbol that the problem is

(Martin 67).

An additional variation of the invitation calls for the person to "stand

and commit"

(Martin 68).

After

if

147).

invitational method

brief time of prayer. When the person

she leaves the card

placed

or

personal ministry from the preacher or other trained spiritual

evangehst,

or

Let the

communion with God in prayer. The obvious

on

counselor. This weakness

rail for

Upon seeing the

of inviting response is the prayer time

means

free to retum to their seat. The

disadvantage

need,

feel

140).

people to

receive

can

prayer of faith with

time of silent prayer at the conclusion of the service. Once

draws

people

repeating the prayer phrase by phrase (Fox and Morris,

extended for all who

they are

to meet Jesus

state of prayer,

preacher then leads the respondents

Still another

(Fox

a

of prayer.

proclaiming the gospel and stressing the
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importance

of giving

"physical acknowledgment to

(Martin 68) the preacher challenges those to
Christ and receive Him

The
area

preacher has

of bridging the

invitation and

of a Clear Invitation

necessary and

worship

and

an

participate

people

in it.

a

The pastor must

worship setting.

helpful example

of clearly

ministry has

for many years. As such, Graham makes
invitations. He caUs

people to make

a

giving

on

evangelistic preaching

appeal in his

decision of faith in Jesus Christ

structure that I have

includes the

evangelistic appeal to salvation,

person

successful at

very limited

ministry time

a

they are to

His method of inviting

remained
a

what

clearly state

stating the opportunity available.

Savior. The

need

of the service with the

Billy Graham has been the most

The focus of Billy Graham's

role in this

in the way of ministry time and what

invitations in the context of a
response offers

integral leadership

teaching segments

ministry time components.

the church offers the
do to

Importance

a

pubhcly who trust Jesus

their Lord and Savior.

as

The

stand

irmer commitment"

as

attempted to implement

but

expands to

deal with any

responding to the leading of God's Spirit may have. Still,

Graham has much to teach the pastor

or

worship

leader in the

area

of inviting

response.

Graham's method of extending invitations has several

key components:

I) His messages are designed to seek a verdict.
2) Preliminary invitations are given throughout his messages.
3) A smooth and rapid transition from the body of the message to the
invitation (Streett 1 16).
4) A caU for pubhc response.
Messages designed to seek

a

verdict

final
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Billy Graham delivers messages

which by their nature ehcit

from the hstener. Graham sticks close to the
upon the

cross.

After

proclaiming Jesus

cross

for the sins of the

grace

through faith.

If pastors

today are to
sermons

naturally call for response, decision,

Preliminary invitations
Graham does not extend
course

I

of his

begin the

decision

of Jesus and His death

the One who gave His life

on

the

world, Graham invites people to receive salvation by

working of God in their lives,

in the

as

subjects

a

are

see

persons

will need to be

and movement

given throughout

respond to the

preached which

on

the part of the hearers.

Graham's messages.

merely one invitation for response,
Streett quotes Graham

preaching.

invitation

I

but offers several

speaking to this point:

introducing my message. In any given
people whose heart God has prepared. I like
to mention this fact as I start speaking and have
special prayer for
those who will be affected by the gospel. Then, often during the
message, before the final invitation, I make an appeal for audience
response to start individuals thinking about person commitment
(Streett 116).
audience there

For those

worship,
alert

a

am

those

seeking to

initiate invitation

of the

advantage

opportunity coming their way.

A smooth and

contemporary

Persons

gathered also

Spirit in their hves.

rapid ttansition fi'om the body of the message to the

final

(Stteett 116)

Graham often wiU

invitation with
the

in

of time to prepare themselves for the invitation and open

themselves to the work of God's

invitation

ministry time

statement of purpose before the actual invitation goes forth can

worshipers

have the

are

as

a

begin the transition from the message to the

question.

following quote

from

a

The

use

of a transition

Graham message:

question can been seen in
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The Bible declares that for those in Christ there is no judgment. The
Bible declares that the sting of death is gone for those who are in
Christ. Your fears

worries

are

banished. Your frustrations

flee if today you

quieted.

Your

your heart and hfe to Jesus Christ.
you can say "Yes" to Christ. You say, "But

can

give

Right where you are now
Billy, what do I have to do?" (Streett 116)
Implied
answers

his

A call for

in the

own

question one

sees an

invitation to response. Graham

question with the final segment of the invitation.

public response

Graham understands that the nature of the
persons to ask the

Testament

question,

(Luke 3:10,

News of Jesus offered
tells

"What must I do?" Three times in the New

Acts 2:37, Acts

16:30),

when persons heard the Good

they asked this very question (Streett 1 17).

people exactly what he
I'm

Gospel proclamation leads

Graham

wants them to do:

ask you to make that decision. I'm going to ask you
to get up out of your seats, aU over this vast arena, and come and
stand in front of this platform and stand here quietly. And after you've
all

going to

I'm

word to you and have a prayer with you.
Then a counselor will say a word to you and you can go back and join
your friends. (Streett 118)
come

Specifically,
come

to

forward. He

going to

say

a

Graham invites

explains

people to get up from their seats

what he wants the

people to do,

what he intends

do, and what the counselors will do. At the moment of response,

person knows what

Graham will

they are expected to

urgently invite

do. As

and to

every

people begin to respond,

others to make their decision for Jesus Christ:

That's it, you come! Outside. Inside. You come, that's it.
Come, come. As everyone in this place prays for you, you

come.

Hundreds of you. Give your heart to Christ tonight. Many are
coming. You come... That's it, come on. Many are coming. You
come.

God bless you. Come

on.

(Street 112)
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Graham's

God's

approach,

while focused

solely on inviting people to

gift of salvation in Jesus Christ, points

clear that

people

can

and

are

out the

importance

expected to respond to what

receive

of making

God does in their

hves.
Human

Response

and "the Third Wave"

The twentieth century has witnessed
and

experiencing authentic encounters

Seminary professor,

C. Peter

originated

by students

with God. Fuller

Seymour to the

1901 when the

gift

Angeles

of God in the

Topeka, Kansas,
was

was

the first

experienced

under the

taken

ministry

by WiUiam

Azusa Street revival from 1906 to 1909

(Wagner

From these events, the birth of the modem Pentecostal movement

Wagner dates the genesis of the
charismatic movement, to

Bennett,

April 1960,

when

rector of St. Mark's Church in Van

home prayer

meeting (20).

At

estabhshed mainline churches

Lutheran, Presbyterian as well

congregations emerged.

arose.

second wave, the emergence of the

Episcopal pastor,

Dennis

Nuys, California, revealed to his

congregation that he had recently had a new experience

of the

Holy Spirit at a

first, the charismatic movement spread into

(Baptist, Cathohc, Episcopal, Methodist,
as

others). Later, independent charismatic

The chief distinction between the Pentecostals and

the charismatics dealt with the

understanding of the gift of tongues.

Pentecostals understood tongues

the

Theological

of tongues

(18). This experience of tongues

Los

seeking

(1 1-36). According to Wagner,

at the Bethel Bible School in

of Charles Parham

18).

January 1,

on

resurgence of persons

Wagner divides the workings

twentieth century into three "waves"
wave

a

as

the "initial evidence" of the

baptism with

Holy Spirit (Wagner 21). Charismatics, while still valuing the importance

of the

gift of tongues,

did not say

one

powerful infilling of the Holy Spirit.

must

speak in tongues to receive the
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Wagner

sees

the decade of the 1980's

(15).

What characterizes

more

from their

participate
wave

people

of the third

as

wave

relationship with Jesus Christ,

in the Pentecostal

or

the start of the third

hunger to experience

Charismatic movements

Holy Spirit in their lives

without

joining an independent congregation.
charismatic movements is

a

but do not feel led to

Christians tend to be believers who want to

work of the

is

wave

(Wagner 15).

Third

experience the power and

separating from their church or

The divisiveness of the Pentecostal and

usually avoided by participants

in the third

wave

(Wagner 27-28).
One

Vineyard

example

of the

flourishing third wave

Churches founded

by John Wimber.

is the Association of

Wimber

planted a

church in

Anaheim, California which featured expressive worship, contemporary music,
and

an

emphasis

on

Wimber has been
power

a

power

Power

ministry.

evangelism is

a

model of ministry

proponent of since the early 1980's. Wimber defines

evangelism as
a

spontaneous. Spirit-inspired, empowered presentation of the gospel.

evangelism is evangelism that is preceded and undergirded by
supematural demonstrations of God's presence. (35)

Power

The joining of gospel

has

deeply touched those

proclamation with demonsfration of God's

who have

"power evangehsm." People
also invited to

experience

put their emphasis
a new

on

the

are

experienced what Wimber terms

not

Vineyard movement have

ministering element of the
power

as

only invited to hear about God, they are

God. Wimber and the

theological approach,

grace

church's life. More than

evangehsm brings the respondent into

personal encounter with God through intentional,

and unhurried times of
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hands
seen

on

ministry so that people seeking God

and heard about in

the

what

they have

worship.

John Wimber outlines

book Power

experience

can

a

five-step integrated model for prayer in his

Heahng (198-235).

This

model, in

inspiration and the foundation for the

an

expanded format,

structured

ministry time

became

research

contained in the remainder of this dissertation. Wimber' s five steps put forth
the foundation and framework for power
this method allows

powerful

and

a

person to have the

transforming experience.

evangelism procedure

Wimber believes that

opportunity to

encounter God in a

The five steps of Wimber' s power

are:

Step

One: the interview

Step

Two: the

Step

Three: the prayer selection

Step Four:

evangehsm.

diagnostic

decision

the prayer engagement

Step Five: post-prayer directions
(Wimber,

Power

Healing 199)

Ministering to

someone

The time needed makes it

by this five-step method

imperative that the

intentional and unhurried. With
a

half to two

one

hours, and

half hours, the

worship

even some

stmctured

services

usually lasting fi'om one

Vineyard Ministry model has

a

luxury of time

Allowing the Spirit of God time to

makes it easier for the Divine-human encounter to
Stmctured

Mini.stry

Time

and

six and

which many

Sunday morning worship services.

However, the intentional nature of the ministry time
event.

ministry time be

worship services lasting as long as

mainline churches do not have in their

worship

carmot be rushed.

can

be

replicated in any

work in the lives of people
occur.
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The structured

ministry time expands

evangelistic

invitation. Rather than

salvation

to rededicate their life to Jesus

or

all who feel
Persons

prompted to

come

responding to this

rededication, healing,

or

invitation may

a

come

ministry, along with worship

the model that I followed

as

an

ministry.

desiring salvation,

inquirer.

into

forward for

time of prayer and

ministry team who

specifically designed to bring people

come

Christ, the invitation is given for

prayer for any number of other

attend to the needs of the

time to do actual

adapts the traditional

inviting a person to

forward for

person meets members of a trained

counsel, and

and

The

The

spiritual matters.

are

able to pray,

emphasis

services and

on

intentional

scripture teaching

authentic encounter with God is

I instituted the structured

ministry time

in the

Memorial and Patton United Methodist Churches of Franklin, North Carolina.
An

Apphcation

of the Structured

movement, with its emphasis
the

on

intentional

as

Time. The

ministry tune

in

Vineyard

worship,

became

of God in Canada. The controversial

springboard for a significant move

renewal movement known

Ministry

the "Toronto

Blessing"

which

originated in

January 1994 from the (now named) Toronto Airport Christian Fellowship

sparked much of my interest

in

bringing structured ministry time

mainline United Methodist Church. A

study by Dr. Margaret Poloma,

sociologist from the University of Akron (Ohio),
Bulletin

when

a

into the

in the

Evangehcal

provided a recent pubhshed means illustrating what God

congregation gives

individuals in

worship.

God time and

Dr. Poloma

Studies

can

do

opportunity to impact the lives

surveyed

909

was

of

people from over twenty

countries who attended services at the Toronto Church. The
breakdown of the survey participants

a

gender

386 males and 523 females.

Ninety percent of those surveyed stated they had experienced changes

in their
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lives which

they

Fellowship

services

could attribute to their visit to the Toronto
The

(Poloma 3).

people

Airport Christian

described increases in

spiritual refreshment,
holiness,
healing,
evangehsm, and
social outreach. (Poloma 3)

Ninety-one percent described having a greater

sense

love and 89 percent of survey participants testified to
Jesus than

ever

before

(Poloma 3).

reported giving their lives to

percent)

of persons

healing and

an

surveyed

Christ

additional 6 percent claimed

ministry time

leads his

Poloma' s

study provides

a

results of an intentional

worship.

Hayford, pastor of Church on the Way in Van Nuys, California,

people

in

a

type of structured ministry time both similar and distinct

During the twelve to

Hayford invites

frame for ministry time,

form smaU circles of three to four

platform and walks

participatory nature
worship

type of physical

Ministry Time

from the model of this research.

the

some

healing from a clinically

observing the

structure in mainline church

A Variation to Structured

Jack

when

(1 percent)

(Poloma 3). Nearly one-fourth (22

claimed to have received

comparison for use

in love with

time, and 28 percent reported

diagnosed mental health problem (Poloma 3).
standard for

being more

A low number of persons

Jesus for the first

recommitting their lives to Jesus

of the Father's

allows the

all the

fifteen minute time

participants

of the service to

people for prayer. Hayford usually leaves

into the middle of the auditorium to facilitate the

of this time.

Holy Spirit to

the life of the individual

Hayford maintains this specific time
work

through the

(Towns 65-67).

church

in

community into
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After the
We not

people have formed

into these small groups,

Hayford

states

call upon the Lord, we expect Him to do something in
your life. We want you to know His love and power to you and

only

through you. (Towns 65-67)
The

people

are

invited to share their needs with the other members of

their small group. Then

they are

expected to participate,

but those who hesitate

instructed to pray for
or are

one

another. All

frightened to

do

are

so are

encouraged to join in silently.
Hayford believes this

form of ministry time

established Christians but non-believers also.
both pastoral

care

Church
at Church

on

and

impacts not only

Ministry time overlaps

evangelism.

growth author Ekner Towns depicts the

the

into

results of ministry time

Way:

people melt under the care and love of other
people. Hayford sees some people crying, others worshiping and
some just enjoying the presence of God. He believes that there are
more resolutions to problems and more healing in these small groups
than at any other time in the life of the church. (65-67)
hi small groups

While different in scope from the

ministry model presented in this

research, Hayford' s approach underscores the need to offer opportunities for

people to experience the truth of the gospel personally in their lives.
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CHAPTER 3
of the

Design
The issue under

investigation in this study focuses

person's spiritual experience
an

Study

intentional structured

with God

ministry time

as

on

the

impact of a

the person encounters God

in the

worship

context. The

during

major

theory being tested is that God will meet a person in a powerful encounter at
the

point where the

of the

Holy Spirit.

individual makes
A person wiU be

a

conscious response to the

impacted more profoundly when they

respond to the leading of the Spirit of God
they will if they leave worship
This

study purposes

respond to the
affects their

and

to determine what

spiritual relationship

Patton United Methodist

come

to receive

ministry than

without this act of response.

invitation to receive structured

worshipping congregations

promptings

with God.

people experience
ministry time,

Respondents

when

they

and how this

are

drawn from the

of the Memorial United Methodist Church and the

Church, both of which are located in Franklin, North

Carolina.
Statement of Research

The

their

following research questions

are

Questions

addressed in this

study,

as

weU

as

underlying theories.

Research

Question

What

are

1

the dominant

reasons

people respond to the ministry time

invitation?
Research

Question 2

What

are

the

to the invitation?

significant aspects

of ministry time for those who

respond
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Research Ouestion 3

What have been the main results of this
who

experience

in the lives of those

respond to the ministry time invitation?
To procure data necessary to address these

designed, developed,

and

ministry team training seminar,

Once

a

ministry team prayer manual,

intentional

worship (December 1,8, 15, 22),

model

this researcher

implemented a specific ministry time program. Key

components of the program included

The

questions,

a

ministry time opportunities

in

and semi-structured responses.

ministry team prayer manual (see Appendix A) developed from a

originated by John Wimber in his book.

conq)leted,

Power

Heahng (pp. 198-235).

the manual became the curriculum for the

training seminar. Participants
two of this dissertation

in the

training seminar also

(the theoretical underpinnings

ministry team

received

of the

study)

chapter
in their

training manual.
Sunday,
attend

an

November 17, 1996, all interested persons

hour and

a

were

invited to

half ministry team training seminar. Memorial United

Methodist Church hosted the seminar for persons from both Memorial and
Patton churches. Nine persons from Memorial UMC and two persons from

Patton UMC attended. A number of other Patton

interest in being part of the

ministry team. However,

on

the

same

upcoming Advent service overlapped with the

rehearsal for

an

training time

and limited the Patton UMC

Participants

in the

day a

seminar

participation.

training seminar were

program and the research aspect of the

the

people had expressed

introduced to the

ministry time

proposed ministry. Lay members

ministry team received instruction in the practical components

Vineyard ministry model. Relying on modifications Charles

of

of the

Kraft made to
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the

Vineyard model

participants

were

in his book

instructed in

1) Inviting the Holy Spirit to

Christianity with

a

Power

(150-157),

seminar

seven-step ministry sequence:

come, reveal His

will, and lead the ministry time.

2) Asking the blessing of God upon the person receiving ministry.
3)

The interview

4)

The tentative

5)

The tentative prayer strategy

6) Taking the

diagnosis

situation before the Lord

7) Post-ministry counseling
The thrust of the

training seminar dealt with the hows

time of invitation, response to

appropriate

for

a

and

mainline denominational

congregation with no past history

Participants received instruction at the

training seminar to take

in the entire program before

to commit to the prayer

ministry.

absorb and process the

training materials

was

explained,

have them

serve

seminary,

seven

The
first

in this

capacity.

were

with

no

With

were

strings

encouraged to

attached. When the

to pray and discem if God would

Of the eleven who

came

to the

December 1, 1996,

only two participants

commitments),

We went ahead with the
at Memorial UMC

ministry at the

I had

no

choice but to

on

the

from Patton UMC

attending the ministry time training seminar (and then having to
for other

trainbg

serve.

ministry time program began Sunday,

Sunday of Advent.

outset of the

deciding whether or not

Seminar attendants

attendants

felt called to

of a

it, and individual prayer. Such focus seemed

of this type of ministry.

program

whys

leave

early

adapt my plan accordingly.

lay ministry prayer team at Memorial UMC. People

worship

services

were

end of the service where

ministry team for specific

and

invited to

come

forward to receive

they met the members

personal ministry.

of the

lay
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At Patton

UMC, people

prayed

a

praise,

the service ended. No

forward in response to God's

general prayer with those gathered. Then,

provided.
to

came

personal ministry time

After the research period

bring the

another training seminar for interested

People

ministry time began,

received

an

invitation to

a

with

a

lay team was
I would

lay persons.
an

invitation to

forward for prayer

invitation grew out of the Advent messages from the

respond to

as a

God.

group. The

Gospel of Luke.

Memorial UMC had the added dimension of allowing persons with

particular prayer need to

attempt

ministry time program by having

I gave

come

I

concluding song of

(and the holidays) ended,

Patton UMC back into the

Once the

after

leading.

a

remain for further ministry at the conclusion of the

service.

Population
The

period

Sample

population for this study included

congregations
the

and

all the

of the Memorial and Patton United Methodist Churches

in which the invitation to receive structured

offered. The research period consisted of the

(December 1, 8, 15, 22).
Patton UMC

services had

an

Sundays

ministry time

during

is

of Advent 1996

Combined attendance for Memorial UMC and

during this period totaled

responded to the

The

gathered, worshiping

invitation to

533. Of this

number,

201 persons

participate. Any person in attendance

in those

opportunity to respond as the Holy Spirit prompted them.

sample

studied for this research

during the four-Sunday inquiry period.

came

from the 201 responses
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Instrumentation

The instrument to be used to

operationalize this study was

a

researcher-designed semi-structured interview protocol which focused on the
three research

questions:

1) What prompted

2)

Describe what

3)

What

are some

of the

experience

you to

respond to the ministry time

happened to

you

invitation?

during the ministry time?

of the ways in which your life has been different since your

ministry time?

I chose the semi-structured interview format because of the

of response it affords

opposed to

a

as

well

as

the

alone

questiormaire

more

detailed information it

(Fink and Kosecoff 21).

semi-structured interview process also allows the
based

on

the

interview

similar

a

small

protocol pre-test

Vineyard-style

service led

invited all the assembled
time. Pre-test

sample

are

was

given to

congregation to

When he caUed to

Research
time?

a

me

The results of the

retired female who had attended
Carrin. After

preaching,

stand to their feet for the
in this

a

he

ministry

manner:

pronpted you to respond to the ministry time?

Charles Carrin called out to
at

a

by speaker Charles

What

responded to ministry

encouraging.

subject #1 described her experience

Question #1 :

one

The

establish validity and

of people who

setting to that of the proposed plan.

Pre-test interview #1

Research

as

opportunity for explanations

protocol has been pre-tested to

reliability by giving it to
a

provides

respondent's reactions (Fink and Kosecoff 19).

The interview

time in

high level

us

individually and said,

"come here."

I went forward. He would pray for each person

time.

Question #2: Describe

what

happened to

you

during the ministry
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Charles Carrin began to pray exactly what my needs were. He prayed
that I would be released from the fear of the future. That is a
big
concem for a person when
they get older, like me. As he prayed, I just
melted. I fell to the floor. It did not matter. I experienced such peace.
It was an infilling of the Holy Spirit. I felt I was
being refreshed by
the Holy Spirit. I told my son the next day, I may look the same, but
I'm not the

Research

same

Question #3:

person.

What

been different since your
I had

a sense

are some

experience

of the ways in which your hfe has

of the

ministry time?

of abandonment to the Lord. I have been released from

the fear that

accompanies growing older. When the remnants of
Hurricane Opal came through here I told the Lord, "If I get blown
away up here, then You will have to take care of it. I'm not going to
be afraid." I was able to sleep in peace even though the winds howled
aU night.
Pre-test interview #1 indicates that the interview

the types of answers that wiU be coUectable and

experience
to

come

of "melting" before God

she

comparable.

facing the fiiture

are

We

responded to the

and receive prayer from the service leader. Her

faith and peace for
the

came as

draw out

questions

attributes

sense

see

her

invitation

of renewed

commonly associated with

working of the Holy Spirit (Galatians 5:22-23).
Pre-test

He has been

where the

a

subject #2

a

male,

young

adult, married with small children.

Christian for nearly twenty years. He attended

speaker was

a

meeting

John Amott, senior pastor of the Toronto

Airport

in Toronto, Canada.

Christian

Fellowship

Research

Question #1 :

Pre-test

is

What

subject #2

prompted you to respond to the ministry time?

did not

respond originally to the invitation to

to the front of the auditorium to receive the

ministry of prayer.

come

He stated that
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he did not have

happenings
fiiend

a

need for prayer he could articulate. He chose to observe the

of the others who

coming toward the

After

responded.

front.

a

few minutes he noticed

Prompted by the sight of his friend,

a

he went

forward to stand with him. Once at the front the two made contact, then
tumed their attention to the

ministry taking place

among the music and prayer

leaders.
Research

Question #2:

Describe what

happened to you during the ministry

time?
Pre-test

subject #2

and joining in with the
ministered to various

was

was

ones

singing, crying,

Pre-test

and

subject #2 became
Without

can

take

are

auditorium. At

man

aware

care

one

in

experience

it. Pre-test

All around

was

subject #2

were

people

worship.

lying on the

that he had

The

floor retumed to his feet.

come

turning toward the man,

to his

the

right side

subject

and

was

could hear him

let him receive what You want to do in his life". At

was

ceiling of the auditorium.

do."

worship.

point, pre-test subject #2 had the thought,

next awareness he had

you

continued in

the

while the prayer team

diagonally toward pre-test subject #2.

fell

expressing themselves

praying in effect, "Lord,

"I

a man

period of time,

praying for him.

that

throughout the front of the

quick that little thought went into

stepped over the man and

a

worship team on the stage

to catch him and lower him to the floor.

both natural and

After

at the

singing and worship experience

point in the ministry time,
His reflex

looking up

lying on the

It

was as

looking up

at the

lights

if he could hear the voice of God

of you. You do not

perfectly all right.

floor

"So what do you think?" The

even

know how you got

Tmst Me. I wiU

in the

saying,

here, and yet

accomphsh whatever I

ask you to
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A

feeling of love,

the most natural

place

the

feU beside

security came

by people he

him,

one

landing on his

indicating it was time to get up.
moments, while feeling
came

a

subject left the

left

aware

leg.

of a

service and found

alive and

with God

a

meditation time

a

if

the floor of the

laying there,

other

period of time

on

of "cleamess"

worshiped for several

alone with God. The

ministry

alone to pray and read the

place

speak directly to him.

developed in a

After

as

part of the service began. At that time the

Scriptures. During the next forty-five minutes,
come

was on

sense

He stood up and

growing desire to be

to end and another

him and he felt

did not know. While

floor, pre-test subject #2 became

time

over

for him to be at that moment

auditorium surrounded

people

peace, and

A

sense

verse

after

verse

of intimacy and

fresh way. When the prayer,

seemed to

fellowship
and

Scripture reading,

went back into the service for its

ended, pre-test subject #2

conclusion.
Research

Question #3:

What

been different since your
Pre-test

subject #2

the prayer time
in the

area

toward his
than

ministry.

are some

experience

of the ways in which your life has

of the

gave this interview four months after

The

striving to

experienced

a

been

depth and intensity

with Jesus that he has not known heretofore. Rather

do for God, he has put

level of peace and contentment with

an

emphasis

on

especially for his relationship

being with God.

God, first experienced

auditorium has not subsided, but remains constant. A

interview.

experiencing

lasting impression on his spiritual life has

of passion for Jesus. He has

relationship

ministry time?

with Jesus, continued

sense

on

The

the floor of the

of joy for life and

through the time

of the
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Data Collection

Each person

attending a worship

service

during the

research

period

(December 1-22, 1996) had equal opportunity to respond to the ministry time
invitation. In most cases, the
collected from persons

responding before they left the

allowed the information

gathered while

to the first two research

answers

regarding the

stiU fresh

on

period,

spirits.

from persons

came

service for ftirther ministry and prayer.
conclusion of the research

and persons

interviewed to

lasting impact the study had

church at

large.

what

This effort

to the close nature of the

In order to remain

was

caught up

fill in

interviews

consisting of
were

individuals and the
of the data gaps due

during the

research time frame.

in the interview process and to contact

still fresh in their minds, research I

while their

often asked

question three to respondents only days

experience

was

My dissertation mentor suggested

sub-group

on

some

respondents

forward.

after the

responding to the ministry time

designed to

follow-up

remaining after the

group of participants

a

This

day.

Additional data

Approximately six weeks

ministry team members
see

church that

were

work of God in their hves to be

their minds and in their

dealing with research question three

questions

would fill out the data

on

the

a

after their

follow-up

coming

interview with

a

long term impact of the study.

The Line Between Research and Intrusion

Every Doctor of Ministry dissertation potentially
at the

point of their most cherished spiritual experiences

can

invade

a

person

due to the stmctured

observation nature of the process. Since most Doctor of Ministry

dissertations arise from reflections based
of a local church, much

care

on

observations taken in the

needs to go into

setting

safeguarding people from

intmsion. A serious effort to do just that went into the

planning and
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implementation of this research. Yet,
"The Bible is

writing,

a

as

John Amott reminded earlier in this

record of people's

with God."

experiences

(62)

Amott, the senior pastor of the Toronto Airport Christian Fellowship,

certainly knows the

power of personal

home of the "Toronto
to be taken to heart.

who

profess

a

January 20,

The pages of scripture

people's most powerful
Acts records

since

Blessing"

and

His church has been the

experience.

give

1994. Amott's

open

hfe-changing encounters

number of instances where statistics

salvation in Jesus Christ

point needs

description of many

with God. The Book of

are

gathered

on

those

(Acts 1:15; 2:41; 2:47; 4:4; 5:14; 6:1;

6:7; 9:31; 11:21; 16:5; 21:17-20). Giving testimony to the work of God in
one's life
An

traditionally has been an accepted part of the

attempt

to strike

desire to encourage

a

Christian

experience.

balance between respect of the individual and the

healthy testimony regarding God's

grace has been

diligently sought in this study.
Data

Analysis

Liformation from the interviews has been

corresponding to the fruit of the Holy Spirit (love, joy,

intemal scale

patience, kindness, generosity [goodness
and self-control, Galatians 5:22-23,
divine-human

experiences,

such

as

healing, forgiveness, deliverance,
been used to

categorized based on an

in the

NIV], faithfulness, gentleness,

NRSV). Categories describing general
salvation, rededication, refreshing,

and

infilling of the Holy Spirit,

from the interview

you to

questions.

for this research.

anticipated answers

This sheet served to record and

Interview

respond to the ministry time

for this

have also

interpret information gained from the responses.

The creation of a response sheet grew out of the

answers

peace,

question maintained people

question one asked,

invitation?" The
will

respond

categorize

"What

prompted

underlying hypothesis

out of a felt need in their life
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for God to do

specific

a

work. Possible needs

people might have

salvation, rededication, forgiveness, healing, comfort,

cleansing, renewal, spiritual refreshing,
strength.

These needs

were

the

assurance

included:

of salvation,

fiUing of the Holy Spirit,

looked for in the

answers

and

of those who

responded.
Research

question two asked, "What happened to

ministry time?"
will

experience

The

peace,

during the

underlying theory for this question contends that people

God in

Projected needs

you

a

profound and relevant maimer to their needs.

included:

safety, love, security, patience, joy, vibrancy,

wholeness, comfort, bom again, welhiess, cleanness, forgiveness,

kindness, generosity, self-control, goodness, freedom, redemption, healing,
readiness, restoration, acceptance, release, preparation, faithfulness, renewal,
refreshment, inspiration, encouragement, and recommitment.
Research

question three asked,

your life has been different since your

"What

experience

gathered from this question would enable
ministry tune
term

on

the lives of those who

impact of this ministry should be

are some

us

of the ways in which

of the

ministry time?"

Data

to see the main results of

respond.

Both immediate and

evident from these responses.

long
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CHAPTER 4

Findings

Beginning this
experience

God

Of The

research process, I had

more

from the outset that persons who

worship

information

without this

more

structured time of invitational

are more

initiative of God than when
reflection

develop

of God

experiences
ministry.

as

I contend the

confirmation of the

impacted when they outwardly respond to the
we

opportunity for response

implement intentional ministry times

respond to

in

is

given.

worship to

Further

allow persons

God's call.

The time frame for this research consisted of the
1 996. The

The purpose of the

this data may reinforce the need among mainline churches to

on

and

they inwardly

thoroughly than those

opportunity.

gathered from this research will provide

theory that people

to

what

outwardly express

set out to document and describe individuals'

they participated in a

would

theory that people

of God in their lives. I believed

would be affected and transformed

who attend and leave

study

a

deeply and profoundly when given an opportunity to

outwardly respond to the spiritual workings

experience

Study

ministry time program began on the

(December 1, 1996)

and

ran

of Advent,

Sunday of Advent

through each consecutive Sunday thereafter

(December 8, 15, 22). Responses
attending worship

first

Sundays

were

gathered from those persons

at the Memorial United Methodist Church and the Patton

United Methodist Church of Franklin, North Carolina,

population fi-om which this

those

Sundays.

The

research drew from totaled 533 persons

worshiping during these designated Sundays.
Church totaled 269

on

worshipers.

Memorial United Metiiodist

Patton United Methodist Church totaled 264
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From this

worshipers.
was

201

population the

research

male and 128

were

were

female. All persons

at Memorial UMC and Patton UMC had

willingly did
Research

so

question

1

this

responding

Of these 201

attending worship

equal opportunity to respond.

constituted the research

asked, "What

respond to the ministry time
on

of persons

totaling 37.7 percent of the worshiping population.

,

responses, 73

who

sample

are

Those

sample.
the dominant

invitation?" Tables

one

reasons

people

and two present the data

question.

Table 1. Dominant

reasons

people respond to the ministry time invitation.

^^^^

ALL

"%"

refreshing
strength

147

73

67

76

80

70

116

58

42

48

74

65

comfort

113

56

47

53

66

58

forgiveness

93

46

45

51

48

42

renewal

91

45

39

44

52

46

healing
H.S. filling
cleansing

73

36

25

28

48

42

70

35

27

31

43

38

1

MUMC

PUMC

"%"

46

23

20

23

26

23

assurance

38

19

13

15

25

22

rededication

34

17

15

17

19

17

salvation

30

15

13

15

17

15

iiiiiMiiiiliiilMil^^

During the
to the

1996 Advent

(December 1-22),

persons

ministry time invitation were predominantly motivated to

need for

spiritual refreshing, strength, comfort, forgiveness

Respondents
salvation,

or

were

least

likely to

The

a

sought salvation,

need for healing

numerous

so

out of a

and renewal.
assurance

of their

directly

two-thirds of the responses dealt with the need

cleansing and forgiveness.

expressed

say they

responding

do

rededication of their lives to Jesus Christ. Without

addressing the subject of sin,
for

season

More than one-third of aU

or

to be filled with the

people responding to the

respondents

Holy Spirit.

invitation

during our research

period expressed varied needs. Planning a worship experience to

address
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multiple needs

in

people's

lives is

extremely difficult.

With such varied needs

existing among individual worshipers,

the need for

invitational

ministry increases.

ministry opportunity affords people

potential to

address their

the

emphasis

of the

own

Such

a

felt needs which may

congregation's worship

Spiritual refreshing,

a

the number

with comfort, the number three

life

general time

or

of
the

may not coincide with

during that particular service.

one answer

among

respondents, along

choice, describe persons in a

weariness, grief, pain and brokeimess. Expanding the scope

state of
to include the

top five responses (spiritual refreshing, strength, comfort, forgiveness, and

renewal)

we

understand the responses of persons

UMC and Patton UMC to

develop

from

a sense

spiritual need. Interestingly, participants
spiritual terms

of salvation, rededication

emphases. Instead,
faith

more

of inner emotional

do not tend to
or

see

essence

assurance, classical Christian

popular, psychological interpretations

dominant
the

Forty-six percent of respondents expressed

forgiven.

Patton UMC

refreshing as the

and desire for

respondents overwhebningly (70 percent) sought spiritual

dominant need for their lives. One-third of the persons

attending worship

additional

of the

exception to this generalization faUs upon forgiveness,

of God's work in Jesus.

need to be

or

their needs in

(refreshing, renewal, comfort, strength) make up participants'

felt needs. The

a

the

worshipping at Memorial

at Patton UMC

spiritual refreshing.

during the inquiry period
A related category,

fifty-two responses (46 percent).

occurred in these choices, with persons

renewal, but they underscore the
compares with 76 percent

same

Some

cited their need

renewal, gamered

an

duphcation may have

citing both spiritual refreshing and

felt need. Patton' s 70 percent

seeking spiritual refreshing from Memorial UMC.
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More than two-thirds

(65 percent)

Combined average for

strength.

of Patton UMC

strength equaled

57 percent.

comfort ranked two and three among Patton UMC

received

more

keeping with the general trend

table one,

respondents

refreshing from God.
refreshing as

an

a

out of the biblical

in the

The

compilation figures

of

responded gave spiritual

terminology of spiritual

vocabulary for revival, rebirth,
respondents

spiritual refreshing.

refreshing and renewal gamered

one

predominantly seek spiritual

of Memorial UMC

similar category to

Table 2. Dominant

seen

Three-fourths of those who

Forty-four percent

renewal,

Both

respondents.

participants.

at Memorial UMC

experience they sought.

refreshing comes
life.

Strength and

than 50 percent response. The two may be related to

another in the felt needs of Patton UMC
In

respondents sought

declared

When

and

new

needing

combined, spiritual

106 responses.

people respond to the ministry time
gender comparison (Memorial UMC and Patton UMC).
reasons

invitation by

~"

�P
Wmfehing

MALE

"""'�""'"%'^'�""' "^""""'fImale"""

52

71

95

74

forgiveness
strength

41

56

52

41

38

52

78

61

comfort

34

47

79

62

healing

30

41

43

34

renewal

30

41

61

48

H.S.

27

37

43

34

salvation

19

26

11

9

cleansing

19

26

27

21

assurance

18

25

20

16

rededication

15

21

19

15

i

filling

mm
Males

the dominant

overwhebningly gave spiritual refreshing (n=52,
reason

for

71

percent)

responding to the ministry time invitation.

as

Females
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gave

an

equally significant response to the need for spiritual refreshing (74

percent).

Seeking forgiveness ranks high among males (56 percent).
finding is especially encouraging from a pastor's point of view.

acknowledging the need for forgiveness
dependence
of male

on

the grace of God which

independence

were

were women

reasons

(37 percent to

females

Comfort and

an

openness and

counter to the
were

Males

perceived notion

15 percent

more

likely

forgiveness than females.

three-to-one

As indicated

runs

and self-reliance. Males

to express the need for

Men

indicates

This

9

more

likely to

express

a

need for salvation than

percent).

earlier, the need for spiritual refreshing dominated the

responded to the ministry time

invitation

(74 percent).

strength each drew more than 60 percent response (62 percent

and 61 percent

respectively).

The top five needs of males and females

were

very

similar, though with

slight differences:
Females

Males
1.

spiritual refreshing

1.

2.

forgiveness

2. comfort

3.

strength

3.

Research

ministry time

for those who

present the data

on

5.

healing

question 2 asked,

this

"What

are

respond to the

question.

strength

4. renewal

4. comfort
5.

spiritual refreshing

forgiveness

the

significant aspects

of

invitation?" Tables three and four
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Table 3.

Meaningful aspects

of ministry time for those who

respond.

ALL

"%"

love

125

62

52

59

73

65

peace

118

59

47

53

71

63

comfort

108

54

48

55

60

53

joy
encouragement

106

53

41

47

65

58

105

52

39

44

66

58

refreshment

96

48

44

50

52

46

forgiveness
inspiration
acceptance
safety

86

43

38

43

48

42

86

43

40

45

46

41

82

41

37

42

45

40

77

38

34

39

43

38

33

renewal

MUMC

"%"

"%"

PUMC

37

38

43

37

security

74

37

29

33

45

40

kindness

72

36

27

31

45

40

goodness

70

35

32

36

38

34

restoration

65

32

27

31

38

34

readiness

45

22

23

26

22

19

prepared

45

22

24

27

21

19

faitlifulness

45

22

24

27

21

19

recommitment

40

20

14

16

26

23

self-control

37

18

14

16

23

20

generosity

35

17

15

17

20

18

redeemed

34

17

14

16

20

18

patience

34

17

12

14

22

19

freedom

34

17

15

17

19

wellness

32

16

14

16

18

16

healing

32

16

16

18

16

14

17
"

wholeness

30

15

11

13

19

clean

29

14

9

10

20

18

bom

20

10

5

15

13

again

mm
While

spiritual refreshing ranked number one

motivators for people
the

ministry time

seeking ministry time,

among the

among the dominant

the most

responding sample

meaningful aspect of

of persons

was

love.

Respondents from every area of the population ranked experiencing the love
of God

as

foremost in their ministry time encounter.

respondents (n=125)

declared

time session. Patton UMC
average

(n=73).

sensing the

OveraU, 62 percent of

love of God

during their ministry

respondents ranked love first with a

Memorial UMC

65 percent

respondents also ranked love first with a

59
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percent average. None of the 201 responses gave
love of God

for participating in the

as a reason

Of the 147 responses

a

need to

experience the

ministry time.

(73 percent) expressing a need for spiritual

refreshing, ninety-six (48 percent) responded to having received refreshing.
Another

seventy-five persons

who

responsed received renewal (37 percent).

During the research time (Advent 1996) the
at Memorial UMC and Patton UMC focused

and the call of Jesus to be

might tend to

lead

prepared

people to

on

overall theme of worship

the

coming of Jesus

for His retum. Such thematic stmcture

crisis emotions like

fear, uncertainty,

Considering whether or not a person is ready for Jesus to
one

to examine his

most

or

her

popular response

spiritual life closely.

among the

Christ

In

retum

light of this,

or

doubt.

challenges

the second

sample population was peace. Fifty-nine

percent (n=l 18) of all respondents mentioned experiencing peace from God

during the ministry time.
One of the closest

interrelationships between felt need and

actual

experience

dealt with comfort.

Fifty-six percent (n=l 13)

of respondents

expressed

need for comfort.

Fifty-four percent (n=108)

gave comfort

a

as an

experiential result of the ministry time.
Forgiveness
the

found

expression as both a need and

ministry time. Forty-six percent (n=93)

forgiveness
named

as a

felt need.

forgiveness

Two thirds

the love of God
many Patton

(n=71,
UMC

63

as a

definite

experience

received

of Patton UMC

experience during

respondents expressed

Forty-three percent (n=86)

(65 percent)

as

of aU

an

of all

respondents

during the ministry time.

respondents expressed sensing

the most notable benefit of the

ministry time. Nearly as

respondents acknowledged experiencing the peace

of God

percent). Of the fruit of the Spirit (Galatians 5:22-23),

respondents

hsted

love,

peace,

joy,

Patton

and kindness among the

higher
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experiences,

with

good(ness), self-control, patience,

lower. Gentleness did not

score at

own

UMC

ranking

all.

Patton UMC and Memorial UMC

its

and faithfulness

are

distinct

congregations,

each with

separate personality and worship atmosphere. Interestingly, Patton

respondents expressed similar experiences of God to Memorial UMC

respondents.

The top six

significant aspects

of worship for each

congregation

compare like this

Patton UMC

Memorial UMC

1. love

1. love

2. peace
3. encouragement

2. comfort

4.

3. peace
4. refreshment

joy

5. comfort

5.

joy
6. inspiration

6. refreshment

While

nearly 60 percent of Memorial UMC respondents

received God's love

during the ministry time,

overwhelmingly outranked the

Good(ness), kindness,

range of experiences

(27

to 36

sixteen and fourteen percent

gentleness

did not

showed

Spirit (Galatians

high experience

percent).

Self-control and

respectively.

patience

As with Patton UMC

ranked

respondents,

score.

of Memorial UMC

seeking comfort. Fifty-five percent (n^48)

respondents indicated

of Memorial UMC

experiencing comfort during the ministry time.

respondents

Comfort ranked

second among Memorial UMC's felt needs and second among

experiences.

of love, peace,

and faithfulness showed up in the middle

Fifty-three percent (n=43)

indicated

they

single response

others. Of the fruit of the

5:22-23) Memorial UMC respondents
and joy.

no

said

perceived
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The need for

forgiveness ranked third among Memorial UMC persons

responding to the ministry time. Fifty-one percent (n=45)
people

came

seeking forgiveness.

forty-three (n=38)

When it

of Memorial UMC

came

to

respondents

of Memorial UMC

experiencing forgiveness,

hsted it

as a

part of their

encounter with God.

Table 4.

Meaningfiil aspects of ministry time for male
respondents (Memorial UMC & Patton UMC).
MALE
QQIY^^Q^

^^^^^^^^^^^^^

acceptance

"%"

and female

FEMALE

"%"

39

53

86

67

39

53

69

54

39

53

43

34

peace

38

52

80

63

refreshment

34

47

62

48

encouragement

33

45

72

56

joy
forgiveness
security
safety
goodness
inspiration

32

44

74

58

31

42

55

43

28

38

46

36

27

37

50

39

27

37

43

34

25

34

61

48

renewal

22

30

53

41

freedom

20

27

14

11

kindness

19

26

53

41

generosity

18

25

17

13
15

self-control

18

25

19

wellness

17

23

15

12

readiness

17

23

28

22

restoration

17

23

48

38

wholeness

16

22

14

11

recommitment

16

22

17

13

clean

15

21

14

11

healing

15

21

17

13

prepared
patience

15

21

30

23

14

19

20

16

redeemed

14

19

20

16

faithfulness

13

18

32

25

9

12

11

9

^rn again
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More than half of all male

respondents

(53 percent), acceptance (53 percent),
of the

significant aspects
to the

ministry time

were

hsted love

and peace

ministry time.

The top four

of males

spiritual refreshing. Forty-seven percent (n^34)

(43 percent)

indicated

time. While traditional

reasons men

responded

men

ministry time.

in the actual

sought to e?q)erience

of male

respondents

and

women

Women

and

a

similar number of

such

as

salvation

or

highly among the persons participating in this
does appear with

ranked love

(n=86,

67

as

important frequency.

their number

one

response to the

percent), however, reported love

slightly higher frequency than did men (n=39,

53

fifty percent of responses by women. Similarly,
ranked love, comforted,
and comfort

were

Research

experience

on

accepted,

and peace

as

more

more

than

than 50 percent of men

top responses. Love, peace,

question 3 asked,

"What have been the main results of this

respond to the ministry time

Because of the short time span in which the research process

(twenty-one days),

the person had

a

strongly experienced by both women and men.

the lives of those who

were

at

percent).

Love, peace, joy, encouragement and comfort each gamered

and three

and

they received forgiveness during the ministry

reality of forgiveness

Both

(42 percent)

evangelical categories

recommitment do not rank
the

the most

experiencing refreshing.

A notable number of males

study,

as

only comfort shows up

experience. Seventy-one percent (n=52)

females

(52 percent)

spiritual refreshing, forgiveness, strength,

comfort. Of these four main responses,

indicated

(53 percent), comfort

was

much of the information between research

similar. Often the interviews took

participated

in the

ministry time,

invitation?"
undertaken

questions two

place only a few days

in

some

after

instances the next

day. Sufiicient time had not elapsed for a good deal of long term data to be
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recorded. The researcher began the
1996 with

ministry time program on December 1,

deadline of December 20, 1996 for all data to be collected. In

a

most cases the persons

responded to

research

question three

with the

same

types of terms that they used to describe what they experienced God doing

during the ministry time

itself

Though beyond the
interviews

were

done

on

scope of the

selected individuals

and prayer team members) in

interviews
had

on

sought to

and

on

the church in

prayer time component. She witnessed

who

to

as

well.

were

People
and

lightened,

prayed for.

the prayer team who

sense

commented,

so

the benefits of the structured

replaced with peace,

in the lives of

on

The prayer team member

"were

definitely uplifted."

during the

research

close to God now." Another ministry

period remarked
recipient

"I know that God is in control of my situation." One person

be part of the church because she "knew she

Regarding the general
a

ministered

heaviness

declared, after coming forward during the invitation, that she

church,

were

of closeness with God and the person

One person who received prayer
"I feel

on

seeing improvement

prayed with them.

acknowledged that people's spirits

afterward,

general.

She noted that emotional needs

found their worry

experienced a

1997. The intent of these

lasting effects the ministry time component

One prayer team member commented

people

(both ministry time recipients

early February

determine the

particular people

original research period, follow-up

effect of the

prayer team member

The most notable

church to talk to

was

was so

glad to

cared for" there.

ministry time component on the

revealed.

is in the openness of the people at
another about what God is doing in their lives.

[lasting effect]

one

Only the Holy Spirit could work to bring these people together in the
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trusting,

open, and free

among the
A person

people

manner

needed to share the

of God.

receiving ministry requested prayer for his

been ill for several months. Her condition had taken
The

family.

seeing his

man

wife

often made comments
The

improve.

ever

ministry time prayer became

a

a

toU

He won't leave

us

day he

came

a

an

began to

the

experience

of

always taken care

suffering with

first hand the love of

family.

This member, also

increase in the level of trust among
open up to

requested

claimed

never

to have

working so strongly in the congregation before the

one

a

people

prayer team

it

was

seeking God

and

participant,

in the church.

another and seek prayer. "It

saying pray for so-and-so,
happen",

to

life of his church

beginning of the ministry time.
noted

came

of futility in

life and outlook. After the

lifelong member of the church,

felt the power of God

her and her

now." This person had felt alone in his

through the

One person,

on

forward and

turning point in his

his wife up until that time. He then
God manifested

wife. She had

describing his feelings

time of prayer he testified, "God is faithful and God has
us.

of God

things

was more

They

than just

expecting something to

long time member observed.

Another commented about the
life of the church by

lasting effect of the ministry time

on

the

concluding, "people truly felt the ministry of the Holy

Spirit."
While

effects of the

some

limits to this research

ministry time

on

people's

exist,

we

lives.

serve

enough about the

lives to feel confident God

accomphshed significant work during the process.
examples might

leamed

to illustrate the results of the

The

following personal

ministry time

on

particular
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On the first

Church,

a woman came

Her husband had

The
On

Sunday of the program at Memorial United Methodist

woman

forward at the conclusion of the service for ministry.

already gathered as

member of the prayer ministry team.

expressed a need for prayer regarding the health of her husband.

Tuesday of the previous week,

recurrence

a

of cancer,

her husband had leamed he had

potentially his third battle

ministry both for her husband's healing and
upon her life. She felt
At this
woman

point the

tension, stress,
entire

reported feeling as

a sense

with the disease. She wanted

also for the effects this

news

had

ministry team joined together in prayer for the

"I knew I had been

ministry time

prayed for,"

as

powerful and

she declared. She

if God put His hand upon their shoulders. She

acknowledged sensing "physical peace."
and

possible

and fear about the future.

and her husband. She described the

intensely emotional.

a

The husband also

expressed peace

of readiness.

One of the prayer team members present that

day depicted the

situation

this way:

awaiting anyone who would seek the
Lord, but I must admit that as family members of one of the prayer
team members came in and joined him, I was not expecting them to be
the ones to ask for prayer... This man and his family quickly began to
draw the whole team into a circle as we were silently waiting on the
...I

was

in

a

mood of prayer

Lord. His wife said, "We have a need for prayer. We feel pretty
certain that [his cancer] is back." She began to cry. I saw sadness in
[his] eyes. I began to cry as I felt their emotion... With tears streaming
down my face and tears in aU eyes we joined hands or arms around
each other and bowed for prayer... We [began to] seek the Spmt of

[his] healing, for peace for the family, also comfort,
du-ection, and hope. We took tums praying as led by the Spirit.
I saw peace come over the whole family. By the time we said "Amen"
our tears had gone away and we were ah relaxed. [The man] admitted
God for
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he

ready and at peace

for whatever

was to come about. His wife
said that after prayer she felt much better and was comforted and at
peace. She was the most visibly changed by prayer. She was no
was

longer tense or still or too choked up to speak, but relaxed. We all
hugged and assured them of continued prayer and that we would stand
with them spiritually.
When the
as

ministry had been completed,

feeling "peace, comforted, ready, restored,

the

woman

after

woman

described herself

and refreshed."

A

day later

acknowledged the tension she had experienced the previous

learning of the

better the

the

doctor's report

gone. She testified to

was

night after the ministry time than any night

since

week

having slept

hearing from the

doctor.
In this

From

a

example the

effects of the

ministry time

were

profound.

noticeable difference in the woman's demeanor at the moment of

ministry,
this

case

to the

experience

change

in the

in her life

Another personal

can

quality of her sleep after,
be

positive benefit

dealt with

grandchild going through physical, spiritual,

a

person

seeking prayer for a

and emotional difficulties. The

seeking someone to join in intercession for the

grandparent

came

needs of the

grandchild. During the prayer time the person described

experiencing
to overcome

grandchild.

comfort and
a sense

God to go visit the
renewed

time

was

sense

strength from God.

of helplessness and

Out of this

ministry time,

of purpose for life. The

instrumental in both the

grandchild.

and in

sense

This enabled the

grandparent

inadequacy when thinking of the

the

grandchild in hopes

concerning the grandchild,

of

seen.

example

forward

the

grandparent

sensed the

of helping the child find

leading of

healing and

grandparent believed the ministry
of personal peace

receiving the

experienced

clear direction to go visit the

a
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Even without

of the

compiling a

ministry time program on the

received

personal direction in life,

and those of loved

for much

more

and

What has

ahead if we

saw

can

be

seen.

People

improvement in their situations,

experienced

a new sense

of the

Holy

begun seems only to be the starting point

diligently continue inviting people to respond to

leading of God in their lives.
A

Composite Description

From the data contained in Tables

the

long term eflfectiveness

lives of participants

The church

ones.

Spirit working in power.

the

hst of statistics, the

study respondents

can

be drawn.

1-4,

a

picture

worship may be

one

rare

and Patton UMC. The

opportunity for spiritual growth.

of the few

in the individual's week. As

a

spiritual lives

of

Sunday morning worship has special

importance for persons attending Memorial UMC
provides them with a

of the

opportunities

result,

persons

for

The

day

hour-long

dealing with spiritual matters

come

to

worship feeling dry and

empty spiritually. They seek the opportunity to drink firom the wells of
renewed

spiritual vitality.

proclamation must provide
the

The

music,

prayers,

fellowship,

and Bible

for them sustenance in their souls to last them for

upcoming week. Respondents gather for worship weak,

broken. Not

only must the worship quench a thirst in the spirit,

develop the muscles

of faith and mend brokeimess.

ministry-time invitation see worship
of God.

They are

community people

aware

are

encountered God.

that

as an

only in the

with

Respondents

ask

seek the

context of the Christian

a new

a

but also must

Respondents to the

opportunity to

offered freedom from sin and

worship

persons desire to leave

experience.

weary, and

worshipping

guilt. Responding

start of life from

great deal

forgiveness

out of their

having
worship
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With these

significant needs brought with them,

UMC and Patton UMC

respondents leave worship?

how do Memorial

The

majority find God

extends to them His love and peace. A notable number also receive from
God the conrfort

they come to

Him

needing. They also

experience with God joy and encouragement.
weak leave strong. The

receive

The

find in their

thirsty leave

hurting find joy and encouragement.

filled. The

The

guilty

forgiveness.
Conclusion

The

findings presented in this chapter point to the beginning of a

potentially powerful

work of God in the midst of the Memorial and Patton

United Methodist Churches. Based
these results,

people

reporting about
ministry time

it

were

on

affected to

a

the observation and evaluation of

consequential level enough to

warrant

here, and to continue the process of intentional structured

in the future.
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CHAPTERS

Summary
This

study began as

experiences

The

ministry.
worship,

of God

the

as

an

attempt to document and describe invididuals'

they participated in a

we

more

worship

examines the

structured time of invitational

underlying notion was that the more

a

a

person

likely it wiU be that they wiU open up to

life-changing encounter (Smith,
and

and Cnnclusions

God who

findings

evangelism, worship,

Jr.

50).

We

and

God in

in

a

part of the interactive age,

are

always has been interactive.

of this research and their

participates

This

chapter

in^lications for local

church

the dominant

people

ministry.
Findings

Research

respond to

the

question one asked, "AVhat

ministry time?"

way to state this

question:

now?" The dominant
Patton UMC in

for

are

In the process of this

reasons

respondents from the

primarily weary, fatigued,

Worship becomes

ministry time

the

means

and

for those who

"What

people's

are

the

lives

through love,

peace,

forgiveness.

empties.

significant aspects of
This

question also

during worship?"

of Memorial UMC and Patton UMC most often
their lives

out of a need

in them what life

respond to the invitation?"

answers, "What does God do in

came

and broken in their lives.

by which God refills

question two asked,

right

Memorial UMC and

Franklin, NC participated in ministry time

are

Research

study I leamed another

"What do you need God to do in your life

spiritual refreshing, renewal, strength, comfort,

Respondents

reasons

The

people

experienced God working in

comfort, joy, and encouragement.
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Research

this

experience

question three asked, "What have been the main results

on

invitation?" The

the lives of those who

left

worship

concems

with

where

lives,

ones.

a

whole

element in

services have

mainly with the

most

respondents

spiritual refreshment, strength,

a

of preparation, had

respond based

on

impression that the

own

worship.

came

to

or

personal

to touch

people

worship during

theme of preparing for

worship feeling the need for

not offered

we

people the opportunity to

needs, they may have left

church and

to express

greater range

season

Individuals

in their lives

focus of our

Advent

particular

as

and comfort. On the basis of our Advent

worship theme

their

well

feeling regarding needs

they feel the greatest need. Though the

coining of Jesus,

as

By offering a time for people

worship

our

the research time dealt
the

ministry time

"it is settled"

an

about loved

needs in their

respond to the ministry time

worshipping community as

individuals benefited from the

of

God felt

maybe

no

service under the

our

interest

or concem

in what

meant the most to them.

The church

community experienced a new

worship previously unseen in the
ministry time program worship
a

hymn,

wished

and
an

a

setting.

benediction. The stmctured

opportunity to

Prior to the

concluded with the

as a

congregational

beginning of the

pastor's message,

ministry time

receive prayer about

Offering this worship component
to our

local

dimension to

a

prayer,

allowed any who

specific needs

possibihty added

a

in their lives.

personal dimension

worship not present before.

A First

Step

The

in

a

New Direction

congregations

of Memorial United Methodist Church and Patton

United Methodist Church of Franklin, North Carolina
element in the traditional

attempted

Sunday morning service

in years. Neither church became

a

began a worship

which had not been

hotspot of Holy Spirit renewal
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in four

Sundays,

that invite
not go

as

people to

far

they were.
a

but both took

a

encounter God

they might have,

as

The

smaU step toward

becoming congregations
The churches did

personally in worship.

but

they ended up

discovery that people really do

long way from where

a

want to

respond personally as

part of worship both affirmed and encouraged this researcher. People

not threatened

the

or

manipulated when invited to respond in a specific

leading of God.

Rather

they welcome

the

question,

"Are you

interview process

glad you came

yes." She

this

again in our services?" by stating,

Reflection and

This

prayer?" with a resounding,

follow-up question,
"Most

"Do you think

we

should do

definitely."

study gave people attending worship

of our typical

need tiiat

needed component of

Processing Spiritual Experiences

process, and verbalize their
course

as a

a

respondent answered the

forward for

"Oh

answered the

one

way to

opportunity. Though new to

good number of persons, they sensed response

worship. During the

are

spiritual experiences

Sunday

service. When

an

opportunity to describe,

in

a

people

deeper way than in the

were

asked to

name

prompted them to respond to the ministry time, they were

the

able to

put into words needs that most likely would have remained buried within.
When

respondents stated their experience

they again brought out into the
kept

inside. From

people

a

feelings

pastor's point of view I

who make up

wanting to

open

with God

our

and ask them,

"Why are

and decisions that

leamed

Sunday congregations.

look into the faces of those who

during the ministry time,

a

usually are

great deal about the

Most pastors would confess

gather on a given Sunday morning

you here? What have you

come

to

worship to

receive?" Likewise, pastors would like to stand at the door of the church

building at the

conclusion of the service and ask

did God do in your hfe

people

as

they leave, "What

today?" Through the information gathering stage

of
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this

study,

I received

respondents to

this

answers

to these very

study come to worship

refilling in their strength for daily living.
received in

love,

worship

peace,

Most of the

questions.

for

spiritual renewal. They need

What most

fit into their stated needs.

respondents to this study

Weary Christians experienced

comfort, joy and encouragement. Sagging spirits

were

lifted.

Non-responders
Of the total
UMC

during the

Nevertheless,

respond to the

worship

research period, the 201 responses

some

say about these

response to the

ministry time

worship?

What

implications

elusive at this

point.

Some

gather with others,

to

who did not

worshipping

invitations. What does this
us

can

about the

be drawn

major segment of the worshipping population?

regarding the

Definitive

people may honestly feel no need for

any type of response in their Christian faith.
to

given to those

What does this statistic tell

people?

effectiveness of our

answers are

consideration needs to be

gathered are significant.

invitation. More than 62 percent of the total

population made no

needs of this

attendance of 533 in Memorial UMC and Patton

Worship may be

a

time for them

hsten, observe, meditate, and depart. Sincere church

attendees may not make any coimection between God's initiative and their
need for response.
The invitation to

elements to
one

of this

our

diverse

worship

study,

congregations

respond,

a

and the

services for

a

ministry time,

of the Memorial UMC and Patton UMC

secular humanist. A

as

Roman

chapter

worshipping
come

from such

Cathohc, Episcopalian, Presbyterian and

large percent (perhaps

northern and Midwestem

were new

number of people. As stated in

number of people who make up the

backgrounds

both

as

region of the United

high as 50)

come

from the

States. Mainline churches

(including United Methodism) have been weak in evangehsm generally and
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less

extend

likely to

frame for the

evangelistic invitations.

implementation and

month time

one

evaluation of the research process

majority (possibly accounting for the
those

Due to the

62 percent who did not

respond)

attending worship may have needed more time to become

interested,

process the

reached persons with

innovation, and then participate.

previous experiences

but did not have

Sundays,

large
of

aware,

We may have

in invitational

to draw in the

enough time

a

ministry in four

segments of the

worshipping population unfamiliar with this new service component.
Comparing Franklin,
known

as

NC with Toronto. The controversial renewal movement

the "Toronto

(now named)

Toronto

Blessing"

which

Methodist Church. As the
UMC and Patton UMC

ministry time

findings

came

of the

together,

experiences

of the United Methodist

experiences

of people

the

into the mainline United

ministry time program at Memorial

I had

people

a

in

thought,

A

in the

Evangelical

pubhshed means for comparison.

people from over twenty countries

gender breakdown of the

523 females.

Ninety percent of those surveyed

in their lives which

a

Airport

sociologist from

Studies Bulletin
Dr. Poloma

surveyed

survey

participants
stated

was

909

386 males and

they had experienced

they could attribute to their visit to the

Airport Christian Fellowship

provided

who attended services at the Toronto

Church. The

increases in

at the Toronto

study by Dr. Margaret Poloma,

University of Akron (Ohio),

changes

"How would the

Franklin, NC correspond to the

attending renewal services

Fellowship?"

the most recent

1994 from the

Airport Christian Fellowship sparked much of the

interest in bringing structured

Christian

originated in January

services

(Poloma 3).

The

people

Toronto

described
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spiritual refreshment,
holiness,
healing,
evangelism, and
social outreach. (Poloma 3)
Ninety-one percent described having a greater sense
love and 89 percent of survey
Jesus than

ever

before

recommitting their lives to
percent)

of persons

participants testified to being more

(Poloma 3).

reported giving their lives to

A low number of persons

Jesus for the first

Jesus Christ

in love with

(1 percent)

time, and 28 percent reported

(Poloma 3). Nearly one-fourth (22

surveyed claimed to have

healing and an additional

of the Father's

6 percent claimed

received

some

type of physical

healing from a clinically

diagnosed mental health problem (Poloma 3).
While not
Toronto

attempting to

People

our

people

come

refreshment.

few similarities

a

are

and

to the

impact across the

love of God in

to Toronto in confessed states of spiritual

new

dryness to

ways.

seek

People accordingly acknowledged the need for spiritual

refreshment in Franklin, NC. A low number of people
Toronto

Franklin, NC

apparent. In both Franklin, NC and

primarily encountering the

are

in

experience

Blessing in its physical manifestations

Christian Church,
Toronto

compare

(1 percent)

reaching persons

and in Franklin, NC

who

(10 percent).

experience

salvation in

Toronto appears to be

already confess to being Christians.

The

people

in the

Franklin, NC study also appear to be Christians.

The Union of Theory,

The

worship

impetus

for this

in mainline

experience,

found

Theology,

and Observation

study began with an observation of Sunday

churches,

grew with

a

youth summer Bible

expression in a wealth of literature,

and

camp

ultimately reached
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confirmation in

the idea that

a

one

practical research project. Throughout the research process
authentically knows

God

by interaction and active

participation remained constant, though challenged. Knowing God
of a

where God reveals Himself to

relationship

prayer,

worship,

or

other

spiritual disciphnes)

a

person

consists

(through Scripture,

and then invites the person to

take the next step in response. The Bible records this interaction of divine
initiative and human response

(Exodus 32:25, 26;

Joshua 24:14, 15; 1

18:21, 30; Mark 1:5; Matthew 4:19, 20; Acts 2:38;
Revelation 22:17;
work

aJ). Logically the

et

exposed a significant shortcoming in the

ministry in our local

church

Describing "knowing"
he showed that

setting and in most mainline

in terms of inteUectual,

our

faith centered most

knowledge. Studies, classes,

programs, and

information about God. Persons in
then decide to accept
the

church could expect this

or

majority of mainline

watch the service.
prayer.

reject it.
church

our

worship

occur.

When the

people

Kraft maintains that

transformation,

most

give
information

Christianity takes place
services.

in

People gather to

worship (music,

presentation concludes, they

on

what the church presented

life-altering transformation rarely do.

ministry program described

of engagement to the

aimed to

the components of the

Authentic engagement and

churches.

setting can observe this

Sunday worship

They observe

structure of

observational, and experiential

Observational

Scripture reading, teaching).

The invitational

with

paradigm to

exclusively on intellectual

leave. Comments, discussions, and reflection
may

5:20;

effectively in the contemporary setting.
Charles Kraft

(94),

2 Corinthians

Kings

in this

study brought a new level

of Memorial UMC and Patton UMC.

experiential knowledge,

closely represents the type

humanity. Encountering God leads

a

this

life-changing

of relationship God seeks

person from knowing about God to
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knowing God personally through a genuine experience.
the individual to the initiative of God,
than

considering information

to lead

people to

Our

a

union takes

alone. The

community resembles

goal of this

the road to

on

comes

and

personally. Theologically, biblically,

perceptions

sought

people joumey through their daily lives

His presence. Moments of personal

of the Emmaus

research program

the followers of Jesus

communicate the tmth that Jesus walks with

new

place that goes deeper

spirit and disillusioned. Hope for renewal

encounter Jesus

responding of

deeper encounter with God than they had previously.

Emmaus after the crucifixion. Our

broken in

a

In the

us

we

intellectually we

daily. Many do not recognize

experience

of reality. When Jesus

when

are

needed for people to

physically broke bread

gain

in the midst

travelers, they recognized Him. When people in worship

today respond to the

grace of God offered

them,

we

too wiU

recognize

Jesus

personally.
Loder' s five stage

variety of responses
various

in

our

progressive stages

responded to

our

worship setting (3-4).
of experience

one

understand the

His delineation of the

give insight into those

ministry time invitation,

Loder describes stage

(3).

logic oftransformation helps to

and

insight into those

of personal transformation

Persons find themselves confronted with

discovery. This leads them to dissatisfaction

as

who
who did not.

conflict-in-context

a new area

of growth and

in their lives.

They are not at a

point of wilhngness to make new decisions. They sense something amiss
life.

Worshipers

at Memorial UMC and Patton UMC

period may have begun to
faith

sense

God

calling them to

a

in

during our research
deeper or different

experience. They may not have gotten to the point yet of allowing Jesus

Christ to do all He desired. This could account for

a

portion of the
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non-responders. They may have
hves, but

were

not

ready to

sensed God

initiating a new work in their

take the step of response.

Loder calls the second stage of transformation interlude for scanning
Here

(3).

she feels.
his

or

a

Again,

participate
Based

seek

some

on

experiences the work of God

coming to the point of response

people

one

transformation
were

ministry time

scanning stage regarding whether or not

invitation.

Loder' s process of transformation, it

occurs

that part of what

two concurrent levels.

Some

at various

were

points

points

in the transformation process

regarding the

dealt

of

regarding the new and unfamiliar ministry component.

at various

in

where encounter and

experienced during our research period of invitational ministry time

with

or

Some from the Memorial UMC and Patton UMC

occurs.

in the

resolution to the dissatisfaction he

in stage one, the person

could have been in the

congregations

we

as

her life without

transformation

to

begins to

person

Others

work of

God in their lives.
Loder characterizes stage three of the transformation process

felt with

intuitive force

dissonance and

(3).

ministry came to new

worship process.

The

a new

respondents

point of knowledge.

direction,

pointed to insights

ministry time

The Memorial

who received the most in

levels of peace,

from persons interviewed

insight

Persons discover that which resolves their

brings them to

UMC and Patton UMC

as

or

spirituality.

depth personal
Comments

discovered through the entire

aided in the

personal

confirmation of

what God started in the lives of respondents.

Loder calls stage four of the transformation process release and
level of experiential

repatteming (4).

The person

knowledge

liberation and exuberance from the

senses

encountering a new

of new attainment in life. Now old ways of living and

discovery and the
thinking need

sense
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discarding and new paradigms need implementation.

Both the church

setting

and the individual

in various ways

during

our

respondents experienced this stage

research period. The church

as we saw

worship

could be

witnessed the start of a
hidividuals

began dealing with release

more

new sense

and

repatteming

than observational in nature. We
of possibihty for

our

participating in the ministry time gained the

worship
sense

and mission.

of hope and

expectation regarding their particular needs.
Loder calls the fifth stage in the transformation process

and verification
and fulfillment

yet to be
on

seen

The individual reflects upon the

regarding the original
in the

the individual

through the

(4).

long term results

respondents

time needed to

cause

of our research. Both the

can

for validity

lasting effects

large has not fully

closure and fulfilhnent. As the

continues into the future and further information
initiative-human response

experience

of discontentment. This stage has

and the church at

see

interpretation

come

ministry time

develops regarding the

paradigm in our midst,

more

divine

definite conclusions

be drawn.
Packer

(32) depicted the movements

of knowing God in four

movements:

1) hear God speak,
2) become acquainted with God,
3) respond personally,
4) encounter God.
The

attempts

paradigm which Packer suggests has become the goal this ministry

to reach. From what we have

believe that

witnessed

only slightly,

we now

by creating an atmosphere for people to hear God speak in

worship and ministry time,

persons have become

acquainted with God,

and
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have taken steps to

respond to

God and encounter Him

on a

transforming

level.
This

study set out to integrate these

the Memorial UMC and Patton UMC.
response to actual invitations for

in the direction toward

balance of biblical

people to

can even

life of

worship

Going from no opportunity for
encounter God took us

realizing these movements.

guarantee biblical faith, and
value of experiencing

movements into the

be just the

While

opposite,

solid step

a

experiences

disregard the

to

personally the biblical reality goes too

do not

far. A

healthy

proclamation and intentional invitation to respond to the

working of God in the
knowing God in an

context of Christian

worship provides

authentic and transformational

a

sound basis for

manner.

Mainline churches like those of United Methodism have faUen into the

pattem of presentation worship. Music, prayers, scripture, messages

play at the theater. People

offered to the audience in the

same

be touched in mind and heart

through these presentations.

musical selection,

a

heart-felt

light as

testimony,

God to communicate grace, comfort,
not

ask the audience to

(Morgenthaler 48).
action

For

For

relevant message

can

be used

by

hope. However, presentation does
back to God in response

worship to be con^lete

InitiaUy God acts. God fnst offers

beyond presentation to

can

A well-done

The very nature of inspiration stimulates

worship to be tmly worship, people

knowledge

or a

give anything of themselves

(Morgenthaler 48).

drawn to action.

or

a

are

a

person to

aU involved must be

grace, mercy, and life.

react to God's

activity. Worship

involvement. Out of involvement

comes

the

goes

personal

of God.

Worship calls for the involvement of our mind, body and soul.
Worship demands nothing less than the complete, conscious, and
deliberate participation of the worshiper. (Webber 12)
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Psalm 95 illustrates

of the responses of a

some

Come, let us sing for joy to the Lord; let
our

salvation.

Let

us come

before him with

and song...
Come, let us bow down in

Maker; for he is
flock under his

our

care

us

worshiper:

shout aloud to the Rock of

thanksgiving and extol him with music

worship,

God and

let

we are

us

the

(Psahn 95:1, 2, 6,

kneel before the Lord

our

of his pasture, the
7, New Intemational

people

Version)
The Psahn writer encourages the

worshiper to actively respond to

God.

"Come, sing, shout, give thanks, extol, bow down, kneel before God," the
author invites.

worship

as

Saying and doing are vital parts

of worship. Li tum, God

the vehicle to transform the lives of individuals.

Michael Green
for the church

(150-151)

today to

offers the

reclaim the

early Christian Church as

abihty to bring people

relationships

with Jesus Christ. The

Jesus Christ.

They offered the gift

and

into

of salvation

inviting stiU offer relevance to the
Applications

life-changing

of the

and

baptism. Proclaiming,

Christian movement

today.

Study

worship may

initiating the ministry time program set forth in this study.

While the method described here

apphed only to two

congregations,

other churches of various

ministries with

significant results.

general,

model

through Jesus. Then, they

Churches without intentional invitational ministries in
want to consider

a

early Church preached the person of

expected people to respond in repentance, faith,

offering,

persuasions

United Methodist
are

engaged in similar

The Association of Vineyard Churches in

and the Brownsville

Assembly of God in Pensacola, Florida in

underscore what

only touched upon in Franklin, North

particular,

uses

we

Carolina. A church could take the

training seminar manual,

teach it to
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prayer team

prospective

worship setting.

God

members, and offer an invitational ministry time in

can

be trusted to

come

and do the rest. This

a

study

confirms, both in the literature and the on-site research, that God desires and

people

need

opportunities

to

respond outwardly to

the inward

of

experiences

their hves.

Implications
A

of the

Study for Revising the Existing Body

of Knowledge

significant portion of the published material dealing with invitation

ministry focuses solely on the personal decision of salvation. Martin, Fox,
Morris, Walker, and Street, all offer solid theological understandings and

practical methods
from the

for invitational

evangelism perspective.

ministry.
The

Yet

findings

they deal

hi^ numbers

for intentional

ministry time

and

a

caU to

study seeking ministry for

forgiveness verify both the need

and the benefit believers gamer from it. The

imphcations

drawn from this research

in corporate

worship

point to the need for an invitation time

which includes the

time for persons to receive

beyond the

of respondents in this

spiritual refreshing, strength, comfort,

exclusively

of this research indicate

need to broaden the scope of invitational ministry
salvation. The

ahnost

opportunity for salvation as

ministry for needs

like

well

as

renewal, forgiveness,

direction, healing, and personal rededication to Jesus. Evangehcal churches

today have
the

a

tendency to imply that "going forward"

experience

assume

since

of salvation

they have

further need for such
may

see no means

a

only.

As

a

result. Christians

gone forward at

some

along with the writings

Morganthaler, Kraft, Loder,
encounter with God

can

can

signifies

mistakenly

point in the past, they have no

response. Christians with

by which their worship

level. This research

at the invitation

legitimate

and

minister to them

deep needs

on a

personal

of Wimber, Amott,

and Packer, confirm the

possibihty for significant

through definite ministry times. Hayford, Sjogren,
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Amott, and Kilpatrick,

current

practitioners of this method, akeady

see

positive and transformational results.
Possible Contributions to Research

Methodology

Any research which targets the spiritual experience of an individual

potentially can be
was

intmsive. Before

wamed that the

particular focus

difficulties for intmsion in the
I worked

process their

perceived

I found

experiences

God

sensitivity,

research program, I

study was "fraught

with

potential

of people lives."

did not tum people into

sure we

an

people appreciated the opportunity to reflect and
and

feelings. They enjoyed describing what they

doing in their lives. Giving a witness to their faith came

natural to those interviewed. Some

they witnessed

of this

'holy moments'

diligently to make

experiment. StiU,

implementing this

even

gave

in others and in the church

personal observations

experience

ftirther research into what God does in

of worship could be

explored.

The benefits

as a

of what

whole. With

people's

lives in the midst

gained from this inquiry can be

great.

Scope

of the

Study

The research
the

period

of Advent 1996

study most appreciably in the

implementation and the follow up
lasting changes

of long term results.

in the span of four

in the church and the

study might want to
how the results

area

do this research

respondents
over a

limits the

By doing the

weeks,

was

impact of

measurement

on

difficult. A similar

period of twelve months

and

see

might differ.
T Jnexpected

From the outset

Findings

prior to the beginning of the research period, I beheved

the divine initiative-human response
felt certain that

(four Sundays)

paradigm to be bibhcal and relevant.

I

people needed the opportunity to appropriate tangibly what
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God did in their lives. Yet, I found

ministry time segment

react to the

similar to this in

remotely

myself hesitant at how the people

of our service since

church

our

enthusiastically on the program once
witnessed

or

a new sense

Most

experience. People
it

of openness to the church at

large.

as

lack of people

Savior and Lord. I

seeing people

crusades to

Renewed focus

equated with the

thought people

services

more

The

decision to accept

would be familiar

enough

Billy Graham

The relative low response for salvation
on

evangehsm,

worship designed to bring people toward a
our

brought

responding for salvation.

go forward for salvation at televised

respond similarly.

surprised me.

make

they had never

it. Others remarked that it

traditional invitation has most often been

with

commented

Some stated

began.

nothing

participated in anything like

surprising was the

Jesus Christ

had

we

would

conducive to

invitational

preaching,

decision for Jesus

and

Christ, might

seeing people respond to

God for

salvation.
Limitations of the
The

practical research and observation of this study took place

two United Methodist

congregations

period of four Sunday services
cause us

helpful

Study

to limit the

in

with

a

total

depth and breadth of these findings.

beyond the appropriate
a

of 262

over a

December, 1996. These facts alone should

conclusions from this research without

While

membership

among

One

can

draw

generalizing the findings

scope.

good deal of the ministry time training seminar dealt with

explaining the Vineyard-style, seven-step prayer model, opportunity was not
given for seminar participants to actually practice
ministry time program.

As

a

result,

it before the start of the

most prayer team members resorted to

familiar pattems of intercessory prayer when the

opportunity arose

for them
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to minister to others. Most

modified
Such
the

a

definitely I

wiU make hands-on practice of the

Vineyard ministry model part of the training seminar in the future.

practice microcosms

the research

project as

a

whole. After

presentation of the model, the seminar participants

respond and put

into

practice

what

need

they have been offered.

hearing

opportunity to
I wish I had

thought about that before the training seminar and not after the

conclusion of

this research.
Time
One of the factors cited in

effectiveness in

inviting response

on

lasts much

Churches

Sunday mornings.

hours at

a

time. Such

congregations

of this

a

even

on

one

and

for five to

one

seven

time frame defies the boundaries to which the two

study currently wiU go. Finding adequate time to give to

people

continues to be

the contention of this research work since the
and

one

using the Vineyard ministry model

have services which go

the invitation and the response of the

worship

integral

longer than the traditional

found in this research project have services which usually last
half to two hours and may

regarding

dealt with time. In churches with

ininistry time opportunities, worship
hour

of this dissertation

chapter two

proclaim Jesus

without

beginning,

a

dilemma. Yet

has been that to

allowing people to respond to

tangibly correlates to cooking a meal for invited guests

without

God

allowing them

to sit at the table and eat it.

By going through this process it

worship

a

natural

service to include the usual elements of a

time for invitational

such

seems a

for

a

Sunday service plus have

ministry would be ninety minutes.

service could include:

length of time

A basic timeline for
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Praise

(singing, special music, prayer, offering), thirty minutes
Teaching (Scripture and message), thirty minutes
Ministry Time (invitation, response, prayer), thirty minutes or as long as
needed.
A

challenge

of the contemporary church will be to

ministry beyond the

level of information

encounters of people with God.

worship

and education provides

regarding God,

more

has for His

people.

more

than

personaUy appropriated

a

research

as a

gospel

can

be

in the present. John Oswalt drew five distinctions for

of knowledge,

a

are seen as a

we can see

progressively

the intended

goal of this

fact

ability, discemment,

3. To have

an

or

skill.

experience.

intimately related with.

5. To be in

a

relationship

Thesis

This

of acknowledgement and submission to God.

16)

study has attempted to

show what

of a local church when the facts of the
are

Christ

current situation of the individual. The

foundation. The historical

2. To have

(Oswalt,

the ultimate desu-es God

experience:

1. To know

4. To be

are

fact, they lay the foundation for an

the biblical word translated "to know." If they

deepening experience

of Jesus Christ in

proclaim the gospel of Jesus

recollection and celebration of historical

appropriation of the gospel into the

and

than inteUectual stimulation. Personal

with God and radical transformation
When churches

worship

toward authentic

Proclaiming the good news

experience

life of faith has

move

invited to

apply this gospel to

personal experience

can

happen in the worship

gospel are proclaimed

then lives in

with God. Oswalt's

a

way that

insights

and then

life

people

brings them into

into bibhcal

"knowing"
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help us to

see

the

progression from knowing information about God,

having a personal relationship
The message of this
creation into

to

with God.

study proclaims

deep, personal knowledge

an

initiating God inviting His

with Him. The

study also

invites the

local church to step out and offer intentional times of ministry and prayer

part of the regular worship of the congregation. We
believe God will show up and
we can ever

ask

or

accomphsh far more

imagine (Ephesians 3:20).

can

in

us

do

so

and

God is able!

because

as a

we

through us than
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Appendices

DIVINE INITIATIVE AND HUMAN RESPONSE

A

Training Manual
For Persons Participating
On Ministry Time
Prayer Teams

Based On A

Ministry

Manual

By

Model

By John Wimber

Frank Howard

THE PRAYER MINISTRY

SEQUENCE:
The Modified Vineyard Model
John Wimber,
author and
founder

of

Vineyard

Churches has

an

Association

the

effective

model

of

6) Taking

7) The post-prayer counseling
(Kraft 150-157).

5

step process for
the ministry of prayer. These steps
a

the situation before the

Lord

corporate

prayer which he describes in his
book Power Healing. In this model

Wimber outlines

upon

5) The tentative prayer strategy

developed

for

the

blessing of God
the person receiving ministry.
3) The interview
4) The tentative diagnosis
2) Asking

Kraft makes his modifications
the

beginning of the Wimber
prayer model, though he indicates
his understanding that Wimber
actually takes the first step without
including it in the formal stmcture
of his model (Kraft 150).
The
at

are:

1) The interview
2) The diagnostic decision
3) The prayer selection
4) The prayer engagement
5) The post-prayer directions
(Wimber 199).
Wimber' s model is helpful in

remainder

of this

document

will

detail the prayer model.
STEP 1: INVITING THE HOLY

guiding the minister of prayer
through the process of bringing the
into
an
authentic
respondent

SPIRIT TO WORK

encounter with the power of God.

With

some

modifications

and

an

expansion by seminary professor,
Dr. Charles

Vineyard
paradigm.

Kraft,

we

will allow the

Model to be

our

This

prayer

book, Christianity with
Power, Fuller Theological Seminary
professor, Charles Kraft, expands

Vineyard

model to

a

7

is

vital

to

a

successful prayer ministry in that it
focuses the attention of the person
praying and the person receiving

In his

the

step

prayer on the One who is really at
work~the Holy Spirit of God! The

step

of
is
not
ministry
prayer
accomphshed by the wisdom,
insight, ability, or spirituality of the
prayer team members, nor by the

process. His steps are:
1 ) Inviting the Holy Spirit to come,
reveal His will, and lead the ministry

time.
1

sheer will and determination of the
person

receiving

Prayer
people

prayer.
is successful when

ministry

in contact with the power of
God through the work of the Holy

come

Spirit.

Conviction of this

tmth takes

an enormous

to allow the

Spirit to reveal Himself,
before proceeding with the ministry
time (Kraft 151).
STEP 2: ASKESTG THE BLESSING
OF GOD

spiritual

amount of

pressure off the prayer ministry team
member and the one coming for
prayer.
Before

any

between the

conversation

The

ministry
respondent, the team
member will invite the Holy Spirit to

model.

be present and to do what He wishes
during this ministry time. This step

of

and

team member

the

spiritual business. From
this time on, ministry will not be
done only in the name of God, but
transacts

also in the power of God.
Inviting the Holy
come can

be

"Holy Spirit,
come

we

ask that You would

Reveal to

would have
work in

as

and lead this time of

now

ministry.

Spirit to
simple as praying,

us

us

what You

do, then enable

conjuction

with

us

You

to

to

fulfill the purpose of God."
While such a prayer statement

is

uncomplicated

and

brief, it

opens

the way for God to work in power.
The ministry team will be wise to
the

of God central to the

Spirit
keep
proceedings at all times.
inviting the Holy Spirit to
Kraft advises

a

moment of

After
come,

waiting

Charles

see

blessing
Kraft

is the addition of

to

the

Vineyard

His

experience has been to
visible changes in the demeanor

requesting prayer upon
receiving
blessing from
him. The person may immediately
experience "relaxation, comfort,
faith, tmst, and whatever else" God
knew the person needed (Kraft 151).
Jesus used the blessing "Peace be
with you" on occasion during His
ministry on earth (Luke 24:36, John
20:19,21,26). The blessing, like the
invitation of the Holy Spirit, need
not be long or complicated.
A
suggested blessing might look
something like this:
"The blessing of God be upon you
a

person
a

word of

now~the peace, the grace, and the
mercy of Jesus Christ is yours."

Charles Kraft adds in

Christianity

with Power:

Often Ifeel

led to further bless

the person, either at the start or at
various other points during a

ministry

I will

often bless
with such things as a deeper
experience of the presence of God,
joy, greater trust in God, patience
with self and with God, an ability to
give up trying to rationally
session.

understand what God is

ability
ability

doing,

of

complete dependence upon the
Spirit of God and active listening to
heart of the respondent, the ministry
team member

tmst

of God

through

our

have

leading

them into

a

sense

as

person's need.

listening to God and
responding is the key

an

oneself more, an
to
forgive
someone,
protection from Satan and his
forces and so on (Kraft 152).
Believing in the power and
grace

in God's

nature of the

love

to

can

an

to

of
the

Intense

the person
to

leading

authentic encounter

with God.

manifested in and

spoken words,

will

us

confidence and boldness to

a

word of

give
speak

in the strong

blessing

of Jesus Christ.

name

STEP 3: THE

STEP 4:

INQUIRY

PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT
At this point the ministry team
member

seeks

to

answer

the

question, "Why does this person
have this particular need?"
The
rationale for this step is to assist in
helping the ministry team member
in finding the right prayer approach.

o
o

To

begin

sequence,

we

the actual
must

ministry

discem

the

This is done by
person's need.
asking the question, "How can I
pray for you?" Once this question is
asked, the prayer team member must

Additional

during

are so

physical ears
spiritual ears. Few people

they

is.

accurately
deepest need

However, in that

much

more

solid

ground

to ask

questions than to assume our first
impression is always correct. Allow
your instincts and the leading of the
Holy Spirit to work together. This
step is a preliminary assessment. If

can

determine what their

tmly

on

in touch with themselves and

with God that

this stage

best way to proceed.
When in
doubt, the ministry team member is

listen both with the
and the

may be needed
in order to find the

questions

moment

3

the

ministry

team

member is not

comfortable in the direction of the
prayer

ask

encounter,

questions,

seek the

Wimber

designed

more

guidance

and

the
our

step

is

question,
prayers?"

intercessory prayer.
Generally speaking, the
time will include the laying

know if the person is in need of

salvation,
healing,
reconciliation,
some

are

this

(Wimber 211). In this stage of the
ministry session the prayer team
actually begins the process of

Before
ministry of listening.
beginning the time of prayer, the
ministry team member needs to

or

answer

"How effective

direction of God, and redouble the

forgiveness,
deliverance,
rededication,
emphasis.

to

states

hands when

other prayer

method of

possible. Jesus used the
laying on of hands to

minister to those who

STEP 5: THE PRAYER

(Luke 4:40,

prayer
on of

came

to Him

Mark

1:31, Mark 5:41,
Mark 9:27, Mark 1:41, Mark 6:5,
Mark 7:33). In the Book of Acts,

STRATEGY

the

The

question

we

seek

disciples of Jesus also used the
method of laying on of hands in
their continuing ministry (Acts 3:7,
9:40-41, 19:12, 28:7-8). Jesus told
his
that
"In
disciples
my
name... [you] will place [your] hands
on sick people, and they will
get
well" (Mark 16:18, NIV).
The laying on of hands was
also useful in ministering the power
of the Holy Spirit into people's lives
(Acts 8:17, 9:17, 19:6).

to

with this step is, "What type
of prayer will be most helpful for
answer

this

situation?"

effectual. But

specific

All

prayer

is

specific

results.

prayer brings
Before starting the

prayer time we want to inquire of
God what He desires to do at this

particular

moment for this

particular

The prayer team members may
pray with their eyes open or closed,
depending on the situation and the

person.
STEP 6: THE PRAYER TIME

preference of the person praying.
Praying with eyes open is acceptable
since it allows the prayer team to
monitor the expressions on the face
of the respondent and to notice any
4

physical

manifestations that may

occur.

STEP 7: FOLLOW-UP

between prayer and taking authority.
Prayer is intimate dialogue with
God. Taking authority directs itself
more

toward the condition

addressed than

describing

being

it to God.

Charles Kraft declares that Jesus did
not use the spiritual
discipline of
prayer when He ministered to the
sick and oppressed, instead Jesus
took the authority His Father in

Heaven had
on

When

the

ministry time is
complete, is it usually helpful to
encourage the person
receiving
ministry to continue in spiritual
disciplines such as regular Scripture
reading, prayer, personal and
corporate
worship,
regular
fellowship with other Christians,
and any other means by which the
can
person
grow
spiritually.
Additional
ministry through a

Him and He acted

given

behalf of the Father

(Kraft 124).

Jesus did not ask God to heal the

sick, to release the captive, or to
forgive sin. Jesus commanded the
sickness to end, the spirit to leave,
and the sin forgiven.
Kraft states
that Jesus prayed before he did his
deeds, not during them (124).
When

Jesus

encountered

mother-in-law of His
who had

a

fever,

disciple

we

are

the
Peter

told in

VIEWING PRAYER AS TAKING

Scripture that Jesus rebuked the
fever, and it left her (Luke 4:39,
NIV). Another time, when Jesus
ministered to a man with leprosy, we
find that He spoke a word of

THE AUTHORITY OF JESUS

conmiand to the condition.

counselor may be needed.
This is the time to recommend such

pastor,

or

ministry.

stated

plainly.

NIV).
left the

Be clean!

The condition
man

influence of evil

One

of

understandings

the
of

this

central

ministry

method consists in the distinction

(Luke 5:13,

immediately

(Luke 5:13).

Jesus encountered

Jesus

a man

spirits.

When

under the
He

spoke
directly to the condition and sternly
commanded the spirits to Come out
of him! (Luke 4:35, NFV). To a

up,

develop as a
ministry team member is Scripture
praying. To pray the Scriptures over

man,

(Luke 5:24, NIV).
Taking authority consists not
so
much in talking tQ God as
speaking on behalf of God (Kraft
124). This concept may be new to
those of us who seek to participate
in the ministry of prayer. While this

understanding may force us to
new thoughts, we should not
intimidate

us.

We believe in

God who wants to

see

experience wholeness

His

is to take God's Word, the
and pray back to God the

Bible,

sentiments.

same

with how to pray for a
person because they are unsure of
what God's will for that one's life
may be.

let it

many instances on the pages of His
Word.
The apostle Paul correctly

good
people

a

In the

the

centers

speak

the Word of God

there,

we can

on

begin
over

^ In

the

our

take

Depression,

leave this

by

Spirit

We do not

words

that

groans

hold

of the

cannot

from

promises

variety
some

situation at hand.

you will find a
of Scripture passages for

In this

section,

of the most

common

needs you will face.
wise to famiharize

in Jesus'

one

weakness.

the

we

speak to the

name.

^

our

way,

God's Word and let God Himself

of Jesus, your sin is

body is healed,

same

Rome,

express

forgiven.
�=> Your

us

(Romans 8:26, NIV).
Tmly we all have times when
"we do not know what we ought to
pray for." In those times, we can

to

with

name

gives

ought to pray for, but
Spirit himself intercedes for us

with

and
authority
Jesus promises His
confidence.
followers that they will do the works
that He did during His life and
ministry upon this earth (see John
14:12).
Some examples of taking the
authority of Jesus Christ include:

situations

in

know what

will in touch with God's

From

God

wrote to the Church at

will of God.
will.

His will in

think

helps us

our

Often Christians

struggle

In prayer we seek to align our
situations in accordance with the

getting

to

someone

in their lives.

Prayer

skill

One

Jesus told to... get
take your mat and go home

paralyzed

prayer
You will be

yourself

with

and know how to pray

these

verses

them

over someone

coming

to you

during ministry time.

the

SCRIPTURES

power of Jesus Christ.

FOR

SEEKING SALVATION:

PRAYING SCRIPTURES
6

THOSE

mouth and

so

is saved.

(Romans

10:9-10, NRSV)
�=> If

sins, he who is
faithful and just will forgive us our
�=>
us

it is who gave himself for
that he might redeem us from all

[Jesus]

sins

crucified

nevertheless I

live; yet

Christ liveth in
which I

now

with

me:

^ For

I, but

and the life

and to

John

(1

1:9,

so

loved the world that

etemal life.

(John

save

what

was

lost.

(Luke

19:10, NFV)

KJV)

^ But because of

his great love for
us, God, who is rich in mercy, made
us alive with Christ even when we

Blessed be the God and Father of
Lord Jesus Christ!

all

from

us

^ For the Son of Man came to seek

the faith of the Son of God, who
loved me, and gave himself for me.

our

God

perish but have
3:16, NFV)

live in the flesh I live

2:20

cleanse

he gave his one and only Son, that
whoever beheves in him shall not

by

(Galatians

and

our

NRSV)

Christ:

not

confess

unrighteousness.

iniquity and purify for himself a
people of his own who are zealous
for good deeds. (Titus 2:14, NRSV)
am

we

By his great

given us a new birth
living hope through the

mercy he has

were

into

And
grace you have been saved.
God raised us up with Christ and

a

resurrection of Jesus Christ from the

dead, and into

an

inheritance that is

undefiled,
imperishable,
unfading, kept in heaven for
(1 Peter 1:3-4, NRSV)

seated

and

while

still

we

Christ died for

us.

were

you...

sinners

(Romans 5:8,

...If you confess with your lips
that Jesus is Lord and believe in
your heart that God raised him from
the dead, you will be saved. For one
believes with the heart and so is
one

by

heavenly

incomparable riches of his grace,
expressed in his kindness to us in
Christ Jesus. For it is by grace you
have been saved, through faith�and
this not from yourselves, it is the gift
of God� not by works, so that no one
can boast. (Ephesians 2:4-9, NFV)

"=>

and

with him in the

is

the

NRSV)

justified,

us

transgressions�it

realms in Christ Jesus, in order that
in the coming ages he might show

�=> But God proves his love for us in

that

dead in

SCRIPTURES

FOR

SEEKESTG HEALENG:

confesses with the

7

THOSE

will walk about in freedom, for I
have sought out your precepts.
^ I

(Psalm 119:45, NFV)
^ The
Spirit of the Sovereign Lord
is

on

me,

anointed

me

because the Lord has
to

preach good

news

to

^

Praise the Lord, O my soul, and
forget not all his benefits�who

the poor. He has sent me to bind up
the
brokenhearted, to proclaim

all your sins and heals all
your diseases (Psalm 103:2-3, NFV)
�=> Heal me, O Lord, and I shall be

freedom for the

forgives

healed;

save me

for you

are

from darkness

proclaim the
favor. (Isaiah

and I shall be saved,

my

praise.

(Jeremiah

�=> Now

17:14, NRSV)
^ [Jesus said], "Rise and

is

the Lord is the

Lord's

Spirit,

and

Spirit of the Lord is, there
freedom.
(2 Corinthians 3:17,

NRSV)
O Lord, truly

17:19, NR^)

your servant; I
am your servant, the son of your
maidservant; you have freed me

THOSE

FOR

year of the
61:1 -2a, NFV)

where the

go; your
faith has made you well."
(Luke

SCRIPTURES

captives and release
for the prisoners, to

SEEKING FREEDOIVl:

I

am

from my chains.

(Psalm 116:16,

NFV)
�=> It

set

is for freedom that Christ has

us

free. Stand

firm, then, and do

yourselves be burdened again
by a yoke of slavery. (Galatians 5:1,

not let

about prayer
for freedom may be in need of
release from such conditions as
Persons

inquiring

NFV)
her, he called her
forward and said to her, "Woman,
^ When Jesus saw

drug abuse, similar
addictions,
oppression,
guilt,
Praying words of
depression.
Scripture highlighting God's desire
alcohol

to

set

source

or

them free

of hope and

can

be

a

you

are

set

free

from

your

infirmity." (Luke 13:12, NIV)
"=> "Then you will know the

truth,

and the truth will set you free."

great

(John 8:32, NIV)

healing.

if the Son sets you free, you
will be free indeed." (John 8:36,
^ "So

NFV)
8

�=> In
my

anguish

and he answered

I cried to the

by setting

Lord,

me

give

not

free.

to you

the world

as

gives.

do not let your hearts be troubled
and do not be afraid." (John 14:27,

(Psalm 118:5, NIV)

NFV)
SCRIPTURES
SEEKING

FEARS,

FOR

^ You

THOSE

RELEASE

FROM

him

AND

ANXIETIES,

keep

whose

in

mind

is

peace

steadfast,

(Isaiah

26:3, NFV)
this is what the Lord

^ "Don't

be

afraid," the prophet

who created you, O Jacob,
he who formed you, O Israel: "Fear

with

not, for I have redeemed you; I have

with them."

summoned you by name; you are
mine. When you pass through the

^ Do

anything,

but

waters, I will be with you; and when

prayer

and

you pass through the rivers, they
will not sweep over you. When you
walk through the fire, you will not

thanksgiving, present

be bumed; the flames will not set
you ablaze. For I am the Lord, you

will

God, the Holy One of Israel, your
Savior. (Isaiah 43 : 1 -3a, NFV)
�=> Do not fear, for I am with you, do
not be afraid, for I am your God; I

4:6-7, NFV^)

strengthen you, I will help you, I
will uphold you with my victorious
right hand. (Isaiah 41:10, NRSV)

the

I, the Lord your God, hold
your right hand; it is I who say to
you, "Do not fear, I will help you."
(Isaiah 41:13, NRSV)

and the mountains

says~he

to

are

be

anxious

in

about

everything, by
with
petition,

requests
And the peace of God,

God.

your

understanding,

guard

is

refuge
ever-present
help
our

Therefore

give

strength,

in

will not

we

earth

and

an

trouble.

fear, though

way

and

the

mountains fall into the heart of the
sea,

though

its waters

roar

and foam

quake with
surging. (Psahn 46:1-3, NFV)

their

When you lie down, you will not
be afraid; when you lie down, your
sleep will be sweet. Have no fear of
�=>

sudden disaster

overtakes the

(John 14:1, NFV^)

give

than those who

(2 Kings 6:16, NFV)

not

�=> God

"Do not let your
Tmst in God;
hearts be troubled.

with you; my peace I

are

your hearts and your
minds in Christ Jesus (Philippians

[Jesus speaking:]

[Jesus speaking:] "Peace

us are more

"Those who

which transcends all

^ For

tmst also in me."

answered.

{Elisha}

will

�=>

perfect

because he tmsts in you.

WORRIES
^ But now,

will

or

of the min that

wicked, for the Lord

will be your confidence and will

I leave

you. I do

9

keep

your foot from

being
(Proverbs 3:24-26, NFV)

snared.

tmst in the Lord.

(Psahn 40:1-3,

NP/)

SCRIPTURES FOR PRAYING

^ But I
pray to you, O

DOWN STRONGHOLDS:

time of your favor; in your great
love, O God, answer me with your
sure

salvation.

mire, do

Rescue

not let me

Lord, in the

me

sink;

from the

deliver

me

from those who hate me, from the
Do not let the
deep waters.

What is

floodwaters engulf me or the depths
swallow me up or the pit close its

stronghold? Cindy
Jacobs defines a stronghold as "a
fortified place that Satan builds to
exah himself against the knowledge
and plans of God" (Wagner 80). My
definition of a stronghold is any
a

mouth

hfe to
�=> No

us

come.

except what is

has

seized

common

to

you
man.

bear.

tempted,

But

he will also

out so that you

it.
^

when

can

you

provide

are

a

way
stand up under

(1 Corinthians 10:13, NFV)
I waited patiently for the Lord; he

tumed to
lifted

me

and heard my cry. He
out of the slimy pit, out of
me

the mud and

mire; he

set my feet

�=>

The Lord will

rescue

me

from

bring me
safely to his heavenly kingdom. To
him be glory for ever and ever.
Amen. (2 Timothy 4:18, NFV^)
�=> Then Job
replied to the Lord: "I
know that you can do all things; no
plan of yours can be thwarted." (Job
42:1-2, NFV)

faithful; he will not let
be tempted beyond what you

can

Submit

every evil attack and will

And God is
you

�=>

yourselves, then, to God.
Resist the devil, and he will flee
from you. (James 4:7, NFV)
"=> But the Lord is
faithful, and he
will strengthen and protect you from
the evil one. (2 Thessalonians 3:3,
NIV)

in this life and the

temptation

(Psalm 69:13-15,

Nr/)

influence that the enemy has over us
to keep us from experiencing all that
God has for

over me.

on

rock and gave me a firm place to
stand. He put a new song in my
a

mouth, a hymn of praise to our God.
Many will see and fear and put their
10
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MINISTRY TIME

29

clean

RESPONSE SHEET

86

forgiven

COMPILATION SUMMARY
Date: December 1, 8, 15, 22, 1996

72

kindness

35

generous

Name: Memorial UMC, Patton UMC
Location: Franklin, NC
Total Responses: 201

37

self-control

70

good

34

free

34

redeemed

32

healed

1. What

experience
seeking? (check any

of God
that

were

you

45

ready

30

salvation

65

restored

34

rededication of my life to Jesus

82

accepted

93

forgiveness
healing

19

unchained

45

prepared

comfort

45

faithfulness

75

renewed

73
113

apply)

38

assurance

46

cleansing

96

refreshed

91

renewal

86

inspired
encouraged

147
70

116
9

of salvation

spiritual refreshing
filling of the Holy Spirit
strength
other (write-ins):
worship and praise God

the

2.

Choosing from the words that
follow, describe how you felt as you
experienced God during this time
(check any that apply):
77

safe

125

love

74

secure

34

patience
joy

106
16
1 18

30
108

vibrant
peace
whole

comforted

20

bom

32

well

again

105

40

re-committed
other

(write-ins):

MINISTRY TIME

38

forgiven

RESPONSE SHEET

27

kindness

SUMMARY

15

generous

14

self-control

32

good

15

free

14

redeemed

16

healed

23

ready

27

restored

Date: December 1, 8, 15, 22, 1996
Name: Memorial UMC

Location: Franklin, North Carolina
Total Responses: 88
1. What

experience of God were
seeking? (check any that apply)

you

13

salvation

15

rededication of my life to Jesus

45

24

prepared

25

forgiveness
healing

24

faithfulness

47

comfort

38

renewed

13

assurance

44

refreshed

20

cleansing

40

39

renewal

39

inspired
encouraged

67

spiritual refreshing
the filling of the Holy Spirit
strength
other (write-ins): various

14

re-committed

27
42

16

37

of salvation

Choosing from the words that
follow, describe how you felt as you
experienced God during this time
(check any that apply):

2.

34

safe

52

love

29

secure

12

patience
joy

41

7

47

vibrant

11

peace
whole

48

comforted

5

bom

14

well

9

again

clean

8

8

accepted
unchained

other

(write-ins):

various

MINISTRY TIME

48

forgiven

RESPONSE SHEET

45

kindness

PATTON UMC SUMMARY
Date: December 1, 8, 15, 22, 1996

20

generous

23

self-control

Name: Patton UMC

38

good

Location: Franklin, North Carolina
Total Responses: 113

19

free

20

redeemed

16

healed

22

ready

38

restored

1. What

experience of God were
seeking? (check any that apply)

you

17

salvation

45

accepted

19

rededication of my life to Jesus

11

unchained

48

21

prepared

48

forgiveness
healing

21

faithfuhiess

66

comfort

37

renewed

25

assurance

52

refreshed

26

cleansing

46

52

renewal

66

inspired
encouraged

80

spiritual refreshing
the filling of the Holy Spirit
strength
other (write-ins): various

26

re-committed

43

74
11

of salvation

Choosing from the words that
follow, describe how you felt as you
experienced God during this time
(check any that apply):

2.

43

safe

73

love

45

secure

22

patience
joy

65
9
71

vibrant

19

peace
whole

60

comforted

15

bom

18

well

20

clean

again

5

other

(write-ins):

various

MINISTRY TIME

15

clean

RESPONSE SHEET

31

forgiven

SUMMARY

19

kindness

Date: December 1, 8, 15, 22, 1996
Name: MALE RESPONSES

18

generous

18

self-control

Location: Memorial UMC & Patton

27

good

UMC

20

free

14

redeemed

15

healed

17

ready

17

restored

Total

73

Responses:

1. What

experience of God were
seeking? (check any that apply)

you

19

salvation

15

rededication of my life to Jesus

41

15

prepared

30

forgiveness
healing

13

faithfulness

34

comfort

22

renewed

18

assurance

34

refreshed

19

cleansing

25

30

renewal

33

inspired
encouraged

52

spiritual refreshing
the filling of the Holy Spirit
strength
other (write-ins): various

16

re-committed

27

38
14

39

of salvation

Choosing from the words that
follow, describe how you felt as you
experienced God during this time
(check any that apply):

2.

27

safe

39

love

28

secure

14

patience
joy

32
5

38

vibrant

16

peace
whole

39

comforted

9

bom

17

well

again

7

3

accepted
unchained

other

(write-ins):

various

MINISTRY TIME

14

clean

RESPONSE SHEET

55

forgiven

SUMMARY

53

kindness

Date: December 1, 8, 15, 22, 1996
Name: FEMALE RESPONSES

17
19

generous
self-control

Location: Memorial UMC & Patton

43

good

UMC

14

free

20

redeemed

17

healed

28

ready

48

restored

Total

128

Responses:

1. What

experience of God were
seeking? (check any that apply)

you

11

salvation

43

accepted

19

rededication of my life to Jesus

12

unchained

52

30

prepared

43

forgiveness
healing

32

faithfuhiess

79

comfort

53

renewed

20

assurance

62

refreshed

27

cleansing

61

61

renewal

72

inspired
encouraged

95

spiritual refreshing
the Ming of the Holy Spirit
strength
other (write-ins): various

24

re-committed

10

other

43
78

13

of salvation

Choosing from the words that
follow, describe how you felt as you
experienced God during this time
(check any that apply):

2.

50

safe

86

love

46

secure

20
74

patience
joy

11

vibrant

80
14

peace
whole

69

comforted

11

bom

15

well

again

(write-ins):

various

